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The Wind and the Whirlwind

THE

EDITORS

about the way to carry on mechanized warfare from a Frenchman.
It was General Charles de Gaulle,
leader of the Free French movement at the present time, whose
book, The Army of the Future,
contained the following statement:

EIGHTEEN years ago, the
French government, flushed
with victory, went on a protracted
spree and occupied the Ruhr Valley. It was an adventure at once
brutal, selfish, inexcusable, and
ruinous-an adventure which, in
If war is, in essence, destructive,
the opinion of many, contributed the ideal of those who wage it remuch to the rise of Naziism in mains, none the less, economy-the
least massacre with the greatest reGermany.
sults: a combination of forces making
Now the tables have been use of death, suffering, and terror in
turned with a vengeance which is order to attain the goal as q.uickly as
terrible to contemplate. What is possible and so put an end to all
more, Hitler's seizure of a large three.
part of France and the power he
Now it is being said that France
is able to exercise over that por- sowed the wind in 1923 and has
tion of the country which is nom- been reaping the whirlwind ever
inally governed by Marshal Henri since her military forces were
Philippe Petain is, ironically crushed by the German army in
enough, due in large measure to June, 1940.
the fact that the military leaders
For years Hitler complained
of the Third Reich learned much bitterly about the French occu-
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pation of the Ruhr. He determined to wipe out that disgrace.
But is he not overreaching himself at the present time?
No sober-minded historian can
hold any brief for what a victorious France inflicted upon Germany shortly after the war of
1914-18; but, in defense of the
conquerors of that time, it must
be said that they neither adopted
a totalitarian government for
their own land nor undertook to
foist an ideology of this nature
upon the nation which they had
overcome.
Hitler could have earned much
respect for himself if he had not
rammed the poison of totalitarianism down the throat of France,
a land which, with all its grievous
shortcomings, had for many years
been a brightly shining citadel of
liberty, equality, and fraternity.
Is the Fuhrer not making a mistake far more serious than the
error of which France was guilty
in 1923? It is possible that he
himself will reap the whirlwind
as a result of the totalitarian wind
he has sown in France and in the
other European countries that
have been brought under his heel.
We do not know what the Ides
of March will bring or portend
in 1941; but France, hungry and
downtrodden, is restive in spite
of all the pro-Nazi machinations
of Pierre Laval and Etienne Flan-

din. The bulk of her fleet is still
formidable and intact; shrewd
General Maxime Weygand has a
large army under his command in
Africa; General de Gaulle is mov·
ing heaven and earth in an effort
to induce his countrymen to rise
up against their conqueror; and,
above all, Frenchmen as well as
Norwegians, Danes, Hollanders,
and Belgians regard totalitarianism with such deepseated loathing
that they will not submit to Hitler one moment longer than they
are compelled to by sheer force of
arms. It is by no means impossible that the Fuhrer' s fanatical
zeal for the cause of all-out authoritarianism may eventually
prove to be his Achilles heel.
Does anyone believe that even the
Germans themselves want to be
deprived forever of every vestige
of freedom?

Rousseau on Mussolini
THE people of Italy have a
wonderful heritage. N evertheless, Signor Mussolini-Benny the
Bum to Westbrook Pegler-has
done all in his power to make
them feel that for a long time
they have had nothing to lose but
their chains. The blight of Fascism has had a devastating effect
on the morale of the Italians.
Driven into a bloody war by a
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ruthless and time-serving dictator,
they have been fleeing and surrendering instead of fighting with
grim determination. Can anyone
doubt that the poor showing they
have made in Spain, in Albania,
and in Africa is, at least in part,
due to their dissatisfaction with
the brutal regime which long ago
robbed them of freedom and, because of the war with Britain and
Greece, is now depriving them of
food and warmth? "It is easy to
understand," wrote the astute
Jean-Jacques Rousseau about a
hundred and fifty years before
Mussolini marched on Rome,
"that war and conquest and the
progress of despotism are mutually advanced, the one by the other;
for among an enslaved people
one may seize upon money and
men at discretion for the conquest
of other peoples; and, on the
other hand, war furnishes a pretext for pecuniary exactions and
an equally good excuse for the
maintenance of a great army to
keep the populace in a respectful
frame of mind." But how long
will Benito be able to hold his
harassed and sadly disillusioned
subjects in check?

ti

House Resolution 1776

AL THOUGH

the legislative
battles which raged about the
President's request for authority

3

to lend and lease armaments to
other nations will be over when
these lines appear in print, it will
still be necessary for the individual citizen to determine what his
own attitude should be. We
would suggest the following considerations:
First, it should be granted that
two American citizens equally motivated by love of country and a
spirit of patriotic devotion may
hold opposing points of view with
reference to the wisdom or folly
of the lend-and-lease program.
But, whereas a difference of opinion is understandable, it is neither
good Christianity nor good Americanism for those who hold opposite views to impugn each other's
motives and to engage in shameless name-calling. Such an approach to the solution of the grave
problems which lie before us as a
nation will serve to silence the
voices of many whose wise counsel and courageous leadership
should benefit America in times
like these. If non-Christians cannot understand this argument,
certainly Christians should.
Since the bill has become a law,
it might be well for those who
have opposed it to consider that
the President's aggressive and vehement approach to the subject
of "all-out" aid to Britain may be
found in the weakening position
of Germany's sworn allies. If ever
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there was a time when a strong
psychological influence for the
discouragement of the Axis powers and for the encouragement of
subjugated or beleaguered peoples was in order, this seems to
be the time.
Italian forces have not given a
good account of themselves, either
in Africa or in Albania. Even
though the Italian people as such
may not have engaged in the rioting and rebellion which have
been reported in our daily press,
it is still not difficult to see that
an unbroken series of military
setbacks will do much to break
the morale of any people. If the
fear of yet greater power on the
part of its enemy through aid
from America can help to accelerate that feeling, Italy's part in the
Axis compact may soon become
one of no great consequence.
What is more, if but a fraction
of what we read about the internal conditions of Japan is true,
then this Axis partner has pretty
well spent himself. Should a
strong, determined attitude on
the part of the United States still
further discourage the people of
Japan, then it may well be that
this factor, together with the disappointments in the Sino-J apanese war, the high cost of living,
the acute shortage of food, the
spread of diseases resulting from
malnutrition, and the pains and

tears of the past three and a half
years, will sicken the Japanese
people with all thought of war.
It would seem, then, that one
need hardly regard the President
as a designing knave and the
ready tool of the merchants of
death, but that one can assume
his absolute sincerity in believing
that the lend-and-lease program
will contribute effectively toward
a quick cessation of hostilities
without a decisive defeat for either side, under conditions which
will enable the United States to
contribute toward the equitable
solution of political and economic
problems which have brought so
much woe to so many people.

America's Future
will live if it deA MERICA
serves to live. When we look
at our democratic ideals and civil
liberties, it seems obvious that
America deserves to live; but
when we look at the manner in
which the blessings of democracy
are prostituted to the basest of
selfish purposes and in which civil
liberties are allowed to degenerate into the license of political
corruption and brazen immorality, our hearts tremble with fear
for the future of our country.
Consider this: A young man
who has studied diligently and

I
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worked faithfully to prepare himself for an honorable profession is
about to take his state examination. Some time before the date is
set for this examination, he meets
a gentleman who has no visible
means of support but who obviously lives very well. This man
smiles upon him benignly. He
learns of the young man's aspirations. He tells him that he will be
in the room where the examinations are given and instructs the
young man to hold up his examination paper, when he enters the
room, so that he may see the number on it. The fateful hour comes.
The young man holds up his paper. The helpful gentleman notes
its number. Three days later the
young man is notified that he has
passed with an acceptable grade.
Only one-sixth of those who took
the examination actually passed.
Some waited as long as three
months before they were informed
that they had failed. Although
the young man in question is confident that he has honorably
passed, he is equally confident
that his passing depended not upon the answers which he gave,
but upon the political influence
brought to bear by his new and
strange friend.
How many young Americans
are ready, bravely and willingly,
to lay down their lives in defense

5

of a system under which such corruption is commonly known to
pervade our political life and to
poison all wellsprings of justice
and equal opportunity?
Again, a high school boy finds
employment in a store operated
by a well-known national chain.
The store manager instructs him
deliberately to make mistakes in
adding up the customers' bills.
He explains that the store must
pay for some of the shortages and
losses in perishable fruits and
vegetables, and that he and his
clerks have to resort to this
"shrewd business method," so that
he will not have to pay the loss
out of his own pocket.
How many young Americans
are ready to lay down their lives,
willingly and cheerfully, in defense of a country in which representatives of business deliberately encourage and demand dishonesty and theft?
America will live only if it deserves to live. This imposes a tremendous responsibility upon the
Church and all its members to
contribute, by both precept and
example, to the elimination of
abuses, injustices, and the amazingly wide-spread corruption, and
to work toward the establishment
of honesty and decency in political life, in business life, and in all
social relationships.
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The "Lion of Judah" Is Loose

and will remain a puzzle. While
England is frantically seeking all
possible aid in the impendino:-,
crms (which may have come before these lines are printed) and
?ur own country is grimly setting
itself to the task of "all-out-aid
for Britain," the Irish are makin•T
no effort whatever in behalf
the empire of which they have
been so long a part. Eire is set
upon a course of strict neutrality.
The Irish evidently believe that
neither a British victory nor a
British defeat will mean enough
to them to make it necessary that
they recede from their present
position. In fact, they seem to
think that tney have nothing to
lose and nothing to gain by helping Britain. They intend to stand
against both- Churchill and Hitler, if either of those gentlemen
attempts to establish bases on the
"Emerald Isle." In the meantime,
they are enjoying themselves in
their favorite ways-going to dances, betting on the horses, and
hunting foxes!

THE irony of justice seems
about to be exemplified in the
case of Ethiopia. A little over five
years ago Mussolini announced
to the Italian public the forthcoming conquest of that land. At
once the Italian soldiers were on
the march. The world waited for
the outcome, its sympathies with
the "Lion of Judah," Haile Selassie, and his people. It came not as
quickly as expected. The Ethiopians held out for over six months
before they were vanquished and
Mussolini could proclaim Victor
Emmanuel Emperor of Abyssinia.
Now Haile Selassie is back from
his English exile. He has called
on his loyal people to oust the
invader and tyrant from the lam.I.
Italy, harassed by the Greeks in
Albania and by the Anzacs in
Libya, cannot do much for the
support of its Ethiopian army. It
seems that, in less time than usual,
the world is to witness the sentence of judgment passed on an
aggressor power which ruthlessly
took from a weaker nation what
~t wanted. The "Lion of Judah"
is very hopeful!
What Is One to Think of

fl
Eire Gives Britain the Air

To some of us in America the

attitude of Eire toward Great
Britain in the present conflict is

of

Wendell Willkie?
F l~st

November's election were
bemg held now, Willkie would
in all likelihood poll fewer votes
than Norman Thomas. Never before in the history of the country

I
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have so many who voted for a
candidate for the presidency
turned against him in so short a
time. Even in November there
was little genuine enthusiasm for
Willkie among Republicans, and
his behavior since then has dissipated most of that. It was felt that
if his campaign had specifically
been planned to make sure that
Roosevelt would have no effective
opposition, it could hardly have
been more helpful to that end
than it was. And Willkie's dramatic pledge, immediately after his
defeat, to provide "loyal opposition" to the party in power makes
strange reading by now.
There are, however, more sinister possibilities in the Willkie episode. Can it be that the Eastern
intrigants who seem determined
to involve us in the European war
managed to foist Willkie on the
Republican party so that the
American people would have no
chance to express themselves on
the war question through their
presidential vote? That this was
the livest issue that could have
been injected into the campaign
and that the nomination of Willkie sidetracked it we all know.
Is it conceivable that such treason to the democratic process as
would have been involved in such
trickery could occur? The record
of American politics furnishes no
guarantee against it. A reading of
behind-the-scenes accounts of what
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goes on at party conv~ntions by
such men as Nicholas Murray
Butler reveals that the strings, on
such occasions, are pulled by a
few men, who are not concerned
to pick the best man or to serve
the interests of the country but to
nominate "the preferred choice of
the ruling group."
If Willkie was "put over" at
Philadelphia in this manner, that
would, indeed, constitute a new
low in American political chicanery, for it would involve the sabotaging of a national party and
a high-handed nullification of the
American people's right to register their will in a matter of the utmost importance to them. Should
there have been such trickery,
time will bring it to light, and
those who engaged in it will not
escape the infamy which they deserve. But that will not undo the
damage that has been done.

Dysgenic War
HY are present-day Italians
so unlike the ancient Romans? Mussolini has been dreaming of a resurrection of the Roman Empire and has been exhorting his countrymen to reinvest
themselves with the martial virtues of their ancestors. He has
tried to set them an example by
himself posing and strutting in
what he regards as the best imper-

W
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atorial manner. Yet his legions
persist in playing the role which
he has assigned to them most
wretchedly. What is the trouble?
Perhaps one great difficulty lies
in the fact that the ancestors
whom the Italians are asked to
imitate are not their ancestors.
The ethnic stock that made Rome
great was almost exterminated
through interminable wars. The
proscriptions of the Civil War
took particularly heavy toll of the
best blood among both patricians
and plebeians; the struggles that
led to the establishment of the
Empire continued that process;
later conflicts completed it. The
descendants of the slaves and of
the polyglot masses which had
flocked to the Eternal City from
every corner of the known world
more and more made up the population of Italy. What proportion
of good Roman blood remains
among the present inhabitants of
Italy no one can say, but there is
no question that the proportion
is small. We begin to understand
the Italian de bade I
In the same way the Hellenes
who created "the glory that was
Greece," after subjugating the
Mediterraneans who inhabited the
country, bled themselves to death,
and the land passed again into
the possession of its original owners. Alas, war is always dysgenic,
always fatal to the best biological
stock!

Hot Tip

you

can now offer odds 'ln
Britain to win. Not because
the invasion of last September
failed. No~ because Roosevelt was
re-elected. Not because Africa has
shouted: "Vamoosolinil" Not
even because the Lend-Lease bill
will probably pass largely unchanged. The odds slipped over
the line in Britain's favor because
of a sentence in a recent issue of
the Osservatore Romano. The
sentence: "Reports that the condition of Catholics in Germany has
improved must be denied." That's
all.
There were others but they are
merely complementary. Example:
The belated denial that the pope
had favored immediate conclusion of peace by France in order
"to avoid complete ruin." Whether he did or not is unimportant.
His denial is.
The Osservatore Romano is the
Vatican's press mouthpiece. The
"Foreign Policy" of the Vatican
has traditionally been to seek a
"modus vivendi" in every state
where its children are in a minority. History illustrates. For the
best possible "modus" it has traditionally been careful to maintain the good will of the ruling
sentiment as long as that sentiment was firmly in the saddle.
History illustrates. An open and
official opposition took form only
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when the reins began to slip. History illustrates. And now sudden! y the Vatican shifts, not from
pro to contra, but from a noncommittal silence to audible comment. It's no longer necessary to
sit tight and wait. The tenor of
its remarks would indicate that
it's the Axis saddle girth that's
loosening.
Coming from a State which,
viewed from a simple diplomatic
angle, is undoubtedly the best informed on international conditions and trends, the Vatican's indifference to the feelings of the
Wilhelmstrasse is better than anything right out of the horse's
mouth.
[This note was contributed by
one of our readers for whose mental processes we ordinarily have
a high regard. In this case, however, we reserve the right to be
dubious about his premise and
his conclusion. Even time will not
give the final answer. Meanwhile,
we- invite comment from our readers who may be interested in the
devious ways of Vatican policies.
-En.]

Bad Arithmetic
in its February issue,
published its thirty-sixth Survey of Public Opinion. For three
years the $10-a-year business magazine has undertaken to ascertain

poRTUNE,
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the attitude of the American people on a great variety of questions. It has, during that time,
established an enviable record for
accuracy and reliability. In 1936,
and again in 1940, it predicted
the size of Roosevelt's majority
with an error of less than one per
cent. But now, in the face of that
record-listen!
Among the questions in the
February poll is the following:
"In this country, the party that is
not in power has always provided
criticism and opposition to the
party in power. How do you
think the Republican party can
now best serve the country-by
providing more of this criticism
and opposition than usual, or
about the same amount as usual,
or less than usual?" The question
is clear, and it is well presented.
The replies were distributed as
follows: 12.9 per cent for more
opposition; 44.3 for less; 27.1 for
the same amount; and 15.7 had
no opinion ("don't know"). The
editorial comment on this result
is: "Here seems to be a fairly
sweeping popular demand for national unity with-as some Republicans might ruefully comment-a vengeance. To be sure,
the total voting 'more' or 'same'
comes to 40 per cent. But the
ratio of nearly three and a half
saying 'less' to one saying 'more'
is not likely to give much encour-
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agement to leaders hoping to
keep the G. 0. P. together as an
effective opposition."
A few remarks on this. Is it
quite fair to shift the issue to
"national unity" here? Do the figures really show "a fairly sweeping popular demand"? Is it disingenuous to hold the "more"
against the "less," while minimizing the "same"? Do not those who
want at least as much opposition
as heretofore nearly balance those
who want less?
But this only shows a bias in
interpretation. There is much
worse to come. Fortune sends out
releases to newspapers and other
periodicals, which summarize the
results of its surveys. The release
on this survey says that the survey
shows that "by more than three
to one the public believes the
G. O. P. can now best serve the
country by criticizing the Administration less." Now, according to
Fortune's own poll, as detailed
above, only 44.3 per cent take
that position (those who "don't
know" also belong to the public
and do not speak for "less") . In
other words, the proportion is
not 3 plus to 1, or 30 to 10, but
44.3 to 55.7, or 8 to 10.
This means that Fortune's release-taking only "three to one"
-magnifies the number of those
who think the Administration
should be "criticized less" by 375

per cent. What this does to Fortune's reputation for reliability
and what harm may be done
through the false impression conveyed by the papers that used
Fortune's release we leave the
reader to judge.

Science Briefs

THE annual report of the U.S.
Forestry Service points out
that 77,000,000 acres of forest
land in our country-an area
larger than the whole of Italystill lies waste and is in need of
reforestation.
The killing of mountain lions
and other predatory animals in
the great Kaibab National Forest
of Arizona, north of the Grand
Canyon, together with a closed
season on deer, upset the balance
of nature and led to such a multiplication of deer that the natural food supply became insufficient.
As a result, many deer starved I::>
death a few winters ago. To balance food supply with feeders,
carefully estimated numbers of
both bucks and does are now
being killed every season.
The U. S. Bureau of Mines i~
working at Salt Lake City on a
device to clear the air of smoke,
dust, soot, and similar ingredients
by means of sound waves. The
waves, produced by an aluminum
vibrator, are so intense that they

I
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are felt against the hand nearly
two feet away, and they are strong
enough to support a penny in
midair. Solid particles in the atmosphere are caked together by
the vibration and fall in flakes.
The device is still in the experimental stage but appears highly
promising.
At the University of Missouri,
Prof. Vinson is working on a
spray that is to be used on fruit
trees early in spring, so that they
will be kept from blossoming too
soon and nipped by late frosts.
The denizens of the deep seas
are no longer safe from the prying eye of the candid camera. Dr.
Ewing, of Lehigh University, has
invented a flash-bulb apparatus
which has taken snapshots at
depths of more than half a mile,
showing deep sea creatures going
about their business. For some
reason, none of the photographs
showed any plant life.
Delicate experiments at Colum-

bia University reveal how astoundingly sensitive the human
eye is to light rays. The stimulation of only eight or nine molecules of the visual purple in the
retina is, under favorable conditions, enough to produce the sensation of sight. This sensitivity is
such that, according to Prof.
Hecht, the experimenter, "there
certainly are no physical systems
which even approach it."
Dr. Pollock, of the New York
State Department of Mental Hygiene, estimates that alcoholic
mental disorders represent an annual cost of $178,000,000 to the
people of the U. S. The number
of mental patients of this kind is
over 31,000.
The green radiation in the
northern lights, which has long
puzzled scientists, has been closely
imitated at the University of California at Los Angeles by passing
an electric charge through a tube
containing oxygen and nitrogen.

It is a great pity that all those wise foreign correspondents who write our books about European conditions
so rarely are competent to dive below the surface of the
superficial political storms into the deep and powerful
ground swells of national character and tradition.
-HANS ZINSSER

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y

0.

P.

K R E T Z M A ·N N

a place to sing "O Bleeding Head
and Wounded," "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," and "Come
Holy Ghost, God and Lord." ...
You don't need a cathedral for
hymns like these. . . . They can
transform a barn into a cathedral.
. . . Fifty years ago our ancestors
needed a simple auditorium to
hear a preacher in a language
which is now strange to most of
the young men and women who
will be in our church tonight ....
But we still have a good preacher .
. . . Tonight many people will be
there-as many as the church can
hold. . . . They will sing the old
hymns again. . . . Hymns which
were first heard m the churches
of Germany and the chapels of
England.... We shall sing them
tonight in unconscious demonstration of the fact that beyond
the things the evening paper said
about England and Germany
there is still something else-an
unbroken unity, a high peace, a
com~on destiny. , , . Our preach~

I Remember

IT Is Wednesday evening.

With the first faint signs of
Spring about me I am walking
the streets of my town at an unaccustomed hour .... The harshness
of the air of January and February has almost disappeared . . . .
The snow which came last night
is gone, and water runs audibly
beside the sidewalks .... There is
a new restlessness in the trees
waiting for the near miracle
of Spring. . . . A good time to
walk. . . . Lenten services at my
church tonight. . . . I have decided to walk this year, because in
1941, as seldom before, the heart
must be still and the mind clear
to hear what the preacher has to
say. . . . We have only a little
church here in my town, and it is
not very beautiful. . . . We hope
to make some improvements this
summer. . .. Our fathers and
mothers were too busy with the
hard frontier to pay much attention to beauty... , They needed
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er will preach a good sermon,
thoughtful, solid, direct. .. It will
be good to be there. . . .
This sort of thing has now been
going on for 1900 years, in catacombs and cathedrals, in the jungles and the Arctic, among the
old and the young, the rich and
the poor, the wise and the foolish,
the great and the humble.... As
I walk to church tonight I am in
a procession which is longer than
any other in the history of men.
... Ahead of me, almost lost in
the distance of time, are people
like Adam, Moses, David, Isaiah,
Peter, John, Paul, Augustine and
Luther. . . . Behind me in the
procession are these young men
and women who go to school in
my town .... A host of others, too,
whose names I don't know. . . .
The great procession whose beginning and end is a Cross .... Walking in such a line I remember
some things which need remembering. . . .
I look at the trees and remember... Here in my town the trees
are tall and straight. . . . The
elms and maples of Indiana. . . .
Long ago, in the Garden, they
were gnarled and short. . . . The
olive trees of Palestine.... There
is no moon tonight, but long ago
through the twisted branches of
the olive trees the Paschal moon
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lighted the twisted hands of Him
to Whom we shall sing tonight.
. . . Never in all their years of
heat and cold had the . olive trees
seen a stranger thing.... He and
the eleven who were left after one
had gone into the night by another way had come to the hill of
olive trees for the last time . . . .
Eight rested in one place, and
three slept in another place. . . .
Only for Him there was no rest.
. .. Tortured hands, lips moving
in agony, great drops as of blood
dripping into the dust from which
man had come, and to which one
Man had to return so that there
might be a higher destiny for all
others. . . . The trees He had created and the moon He had set in
its course heard His crying in the
night. . . . A strange story. . . .
The same pen that told us how a
great army of angels honored
with their carols God made a
Child, now tells us how one angel came and strengthened God
made a Man, despised and forsaken of all other men . . . . But,
because the olive trees saw that
in the light of the last Paschal
moon, the elms and maples of my
town see several hundred of us
hurrying through the streets this
quiet Spring night. . . . To remember.... Gratefully... .
I remember other things, too.
... Only twice in the story which
we shall hear again tonight did
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He utter a meek reproach . . . .
Once to Peter: "Simon, sleepest
thou? Couldest not thou watch
one hour?" ... Once to the man
who had left the Upper Room too
early and too late: "Judas, betrayest thou the Son of man with a
kiss?" . . . Man in every sin of
mind and heart will forever deserve one or the other of these reproaches .... To sleep while He
does His work in the world, to betray Him with a kiss-these were
new sins that night. . . . Since
t.hen, however, they have been
done a thousand times. . . . Perhaps even in my church tonight
there will be some singing of 1love
and speaking of loyalty who are
betraying Him in their hearts ....
The sons and daughters of Peter
and Judas ....

I remember Peter. . . . Under
the olive trees he had his moment
of blind bravery. . . . He forgot,
as I so often forget, that the plans
of God are not to be helped or
hindered by the sword. . . . The
ear which he severed from the
head of Malchus, the servant of
the high priest, was immediately
mended by the suffering Servant
of God: "Put up again thy sword
into his place: for all they that
take the sword shall perish with
the sword." . . . Here is a complete philosophy of history. . . .

Tonight I remember the temporary Caesars of other days who
took the sword before they knew
it would turn against them. . . .
I look across the dark waters to
the East where men are trying
that again, and wonder how long
it will be before the words of the
Garden catch up with them... .
Peter learned that later in life... .
The old, beautiful legend of Quo
V adis tells the story:
Peter, outworn,
And menaced by the sword,
Shook off the dust of Rome;
And, as he fled,
Met One, with eager face,
Hastening cityward,
And, to his vast amaze,
It was the Lord.
"Lord, whither goest Thou?"
He cried, importunate,
And Christ replied"Peter, I suffer loss,
I go to take thy place,
To bear thy cross."
Then Peter bowed his head,
Discomfited;
There, at the Master's feet,
Found grace complete,
And courage, and new faith,
And turned-with Him,
To Death.
So weWhene'er we fail
Of our full duty,
Cast on Him our load,Who suffered sore for us,
Who frail flesh wore for us,
Who all things bore for usOn Christ, The Lord.
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Still in the Garden. . . . One
scene under the olive trees is often
forgotten . . . . When Judas and
the soldiers faced the lowly Nazarene He asked them: "Whom seek
ye?" . . . They answered: "Jesus
of Nazareth." ... He said: "I am
he." ... The next sentence should
be remembered during Lent,
1941: "They went backward, and
fell to the ground." ... A mysterious power here which men have
never understood .... Perhaps it
was the faint, far echo of the unutterable, unspoken, I am that I
am. . . . The last and greatest
power in the world. . . .

I remember, too, the same mysterious power in the scene before
Caiaphas and Pilate.... The curious uneasiness of the world when
it is face to face with God . . . .
Only a poor prisoner from the
North-bound, alone, beaten, silent . . . . And yet-the hurriedly
summoned council, the parade of
witnesses, the frantic shuttling
back and forth, the high priest
himself conducting the examination, the general air of excitement
-the case was more important
than it seemed. . . . So also today.
. . . In no other way can I explain
all attacks upon Him and His
Church . . . . The world becomes
tense and uneasy when it faces
the eternal Christ. ...
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And so, I remember. . . . The
voices of my companions in the
long procession. . . . The gifts of
mind and heart, brought to Him
Who became fairer than all the
children of men by becoming a
"worm and no man." ... All the
treasures of the adoring ages and
the faithful years will be in our
little church tonight. . . . The
quiet street of my town becomes
the long road from Gethsemane
to Calvary and from Calvary to
the land which the Cross brought
near. . . . Hard for awhile, but
sure and straight and up ... .
Three roads led out to Calvary.
The first was broad and straight,
That Pilate and great Caiaphas
Might ride thereon in state.
The second was the felons' road,
Cruel and hard to tread
For those who bore the cross's load
For those whose footsteps bled.
The third road slunk through mean
defiles,
Fearing the open sky;
And Judas crept the dreadful miles
To Calvary thereby.
The highroad up to Calvary
Was blotted from the land;
Where Judas hid, the jackal cries
By thorn-cursed drifts of sand .
But that poor road the felons wentHow fair it now appears,
Smoothed wide by myriads penitent
And flower-set by their tears!
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The trees once more before 1
enter the lighted church ... One
of these came to honor and glory
a long time ago because its wood
became a Cross. . . .
I am the Cross of Christi
I bore His body there
On Calvary's lonely hill.
Till then I was a humble tree
That grew beside a tiny rill;
I think till then
I was a thing despised of men I
I am the Cross of Christi
I grew, and sapped the water
From that little stream;
I loved the sun and heard the winds

And dreamed my humble dream.
And thus it was until
They took me to that pain-hurt hill.
I am the Cross of Christ!
I felt His limbs along
My common, broken bark;
I saw His utter loneliness,
The lightning and the dark;
And up till then
I thought He was as other men.
I am the Cross of Christ!
I crown the pointed spires
Of man-made temples near and far.
I watch the rising and the setting
Of each far-flung star;
All through the night I am
Eternal Sentinel for Mani

Children and Discipline
There is a philosophy which stems from Rousseau that
our youngsters come to us "trailing clouds of glory from
God who is their home," and that all we have to do is
to let their glory flower in the garden of freedom. No
weeding, no cultivating, no fertilizing, no trimming, no
pruning, no discipline. Well, we who have children and
we who teach know that our youngsters, however lovable,
aren't just like that, and they themselves know they
aren't just like that, or most of them do. Strangely
enough, they like discipline, if it be reasonable and fair
discipline. We have all heard of the youngster who
objected to marching with his mates because he had a
sacred rhythm of his own, but we have also heard of
the bored youngster in an ultramodern school who complained, "Please, teacher, do we have to do what we
want to do now?"
-GEORGE NORLIN in Things in the Saddle

I

"A voice in the wilderness"

T. S. ELIOT
By

ALLAN HART jAHSMANN

"I'M happy to have met you, T.

S.," I said to Eliot's book of
collected poems as I closed it on
my lap the first time. Since then,
we've been together often.
You wouldn't recognize him.
He's not his former self.
He used to be quite youthful, it
seems to me. In his 1917 volume
of poems, it appears he found life
rather bad, but funny-tragically
funny.
In what I think is his best poem
of that period, The Love Song of
]. Alfred Pru/rock, he observes
rather satirically that poor J. ~1fred is having quite a time deciding whether he dare disturb the
universe by becoming married at
his age. All his life he has been
debating with himself. Now he is
afraid he has waited too long.
("They will say, 'How his hair is
growing thin.' ")
One feels sorry for him who
has "measured out his life with
coffee spoons" and known "the
eyes that fix you in a formulated
phrase" and "seen the moment of
17

his greatness flicker" and "seen
the eternal Footman hold his coat
and snicker" and, in short, "was
afraid." But one snickers, too, as
he wails,
I grow old. . .. I grow old. . ..
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.

His earlier philosophy is probably summed at the end of his
fourth Prelude:
Wipe your hand across your mouth,
and laugh;
The worlds revolve like ancient
women,
Gathering fuel in vacant lots.

This philosophy is clearly evident in such poems as the following Aunt Helen; expressed, as always, very realistically, but lacking depth:
Miss Helen Slingsby was my maiden
aunt,
And lived in a small house near a
fashionable square
Cared for by servants to the number
of four.
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Now when she died there was silence
in heaven
And silence at her end of the street.
The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feetHe was aware that this sort of thing
had occurred before.
The dogs were handsomely provided
for,
But shortly afterwards the parrot died
too.
The Dresden clock continued ticking
on the mantel-piece,
And the footman sat upon the dining
table
Holding the second housemaid on his
kneesWho had always been so careful while
her mistress lived.

Then came the war, and, following it, the bewilderment and
despair of post-war years. And for
Eliot the world became increasingly worse and was no longer
funny. Eliot attempted to express
this bewilderment in a volume of
short poems and in the Waste
Land and Hollow Men.
Listen to the empty sound:
When Lil's husband got demobbed, I
said! didn't mince my words, I said to
myself,
Hurry up please, it's time.

+ +
Goonight Bill. Goonight Lou. Goonight May. Goonight.
Ta ta Goonight. Goonight.

And feel the nervousness:

My nerves are bad tonight. Yes, bad.
Stay with me.
Speak to me. Why do you never
speak. Speak.
What are you thinking of? What
thinking? What?
I never know what you are thinking.
Think.

Losing his sense of humor, Eliot naturally, I believe, became
cynical:
A rat crept softly through the vegetation
Dragging its slimy belly on the bank
While I was fishing in the dull canal
On a winter evening round behind
the gashouse
Musing upon the king my brother's
wreck
And on the king my father's death
before him.
White bodies naked on the low damp
ground
And bones cast in a little low dry
garret,
Rattled by the rat's foot only, year to
year.
But at my back from time to time I
hear
The sound of horns and motors,
which shall bring
Sweeny to Mrs. Porter in the spring.
0 the moon shone bright on Mrs.
Porter
And on her daughter
They wash their feet in soda water
Et 0 ces voix d' enfants, chantant
dans la coupole!
Twit twit twit
Jugjugjugjugjugjug
So rudely forc'd.
Tereu
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His view of the hopelessness of
life is briefly expressed in Death
by Water:
Phlebas the Phoenician, a fortnight
dead,
Forgot the cry of gulls, and the deep
sea swell
And the profit and loss.
A current under sea
Picked his bones in whispers. As he
rose and fell
He passed the stages of his age and
youth
Entering the whirlpool.
Gentile or Jew,
0 you who turn the wheel and look
to windward,
Consider Phlebas, who was once
handsome and tall as you.

Out of that confusion, however, Eliot emerged with a new
belief in the value and meaning
of life. And I shall shout it from
the housetops: he found it in traditional religion.
I have often wondered why the
spirit of Christianity has not been
expressed and crystallized oftener
in literature. It has been the motive of much great music and art,
but not of truly great literature,
it seems to me-apart, of course,
from the Bible itself.
Eliot is one, however, who, I
feel, did not produce any art until he accepted with a new spirit
the revelation of God. In that
strong faith which draws men's
eyes to the hereafter and gives
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purpose to their lives here on
earth, Eliot gained the depth he
first lacked in his writings and
overcame the confusion which
made his composition often ridiculous twaddle.
My recommendation is that you
forget that he ever wrote anything besides his Ariel Poems and
The Rock. Here is another sample of his other writings, so that
you won't read any more of it:
Here we go round the prickly pear
Prickly pear prickly pear
Here we go round the prickly pear
At five o'clock in the morning.

Or, lest there be meaning in
rhythm:
On Margate Sands.
I can connect
Nothing with nothing.
The broken fingernails of dirty
hands.
My people humble people who expect
Nothing.
la la

To Carthage then I came
Burning burning burning burning
0 Lord Thou pluckest me out
0 Lord Thou pluckest
burning
sic

But please forgive him. He now
has so much to say to the world
today, and is able to say it so
powerfully. Listen to the first
chorus from The Rock:
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The Eagle soars in the summit of
Heaven,
The Hunter with his dogs pursues his
circuit.
0 perpetual revolution of configured
stars,
0 perpetual recurrence of determined
seasons,
0 world of spring and autumn, birth
and dying!
The endless cycle of idea and action,
Endless invention, endless experiment,
Brings knowledge of motion, but not
of stillness;
Knowledge of speech, but not of silence;
Knowledge of words, and ignorance
of the Word.
All our knowledge brings us nearer
to our ignorance,
All our ignorance brings us nearer to
death,
But nearness to death no nearer to
God.
Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in
knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost
in information?
The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries
Bring us farther from God and nearer
to the Dust.

A little later the Rock enters
and advises the confused world:
I say: take no thought of the harvest,
But only of proper sowing.

+

+

Thus your fathers were made
Fellow citizens of the saints, of the

household of God, being built
upon the foundation
Of apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus
Himself the chief cornerstone.
But you, have you built well, that
you now sit helpless in a ruined
house?
Where many are born to idleness, to
frittered lives and squalid deaths,
embittered scorn in honey-hives.

+

+

And some say: "How can we love our
neighbor? For love must be made
real in act, as desire united with
desired; we haye only our labor to
give and our labor is not required."

+

+

You, have you built well, have you
forgotten the cornerstone?
Talking of right relations of men, but
not of relations of men to God.
"Our citizenship is in Heaven"; yes,
but that is the model and type for
your citizenship upon earth.

Oh, how I wish I could quote
the entire volume, or that some
philanthropist would at least distribute copies to the leaders of
the Church. Listen, preachers and
teachers:
All that was good you must fight to
keep with hearts as devoted as
those of your fathers who fought
to gain it.
The Church must be forever building, for it is forever decaying within and attacked from without;

+

+

And the Son of Man was not crucified once for all,

I
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The blood of martyrs not shed once
for all,
The lives of the Saints not given once
for all:
But the Son of Man is crucified always
And there shall be Martyrs and Saints.
And if blood of Martyrs is to flow on
the steps
We must first build the steps;
And if the Temple is to be cast down
We must first build the Temple.

+

+

But it seems that something has happened that has never happened
before: though we know not just
when, or why, or how, or where.
Men have left God not for other
gods, they say, but for no god;
and this has never happened before
That men both deny gods and worship gods, professing first Reason,
And then Money, and Power, and
what they call Life, or Race, or
Dialectic.

To the world Eliot now points
an understanding and pitying
finger. He continues to see the
futility of a life centered on this
world, but he sees also a life centered on God, giving him now a
glorious perspective through
which to view the confusion of
the world:
0 wretched generation of enlightened
men,
Betrayed in the mazes of your ingenuities,
Sold by the proceeds of your proper
inventions:
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I have given you hands which you
turn from worship,
I have given you speech, for endless
palaver,
I have given you my Law, and you
set up commissions,
I have given you lips, to express
friendly sentiments,
I have given you hearts, for reciprocal
distrust.
I have given you power of choice,
and you only alternate
Between futile speculation and unconsidered action.
Many are engaged in writing books
and printing them,
Many desire to see their names in
print,
Many read nothing but the race reports.
Much is your reading, but not the
Word of God,
Much is your building, but not the
House of God.
Will you build me a house of plaster,
with corrugated roofing,
To be filled with a litter of Sunday
newspapers?
Though you have shelters and institu·
tions,
Precarious lodgings while the rent is
paid,
Subsiding basements where the rat
breeds
Or sanitary dwellings with numbered
doors
Or a house a little better than your
neighbor's;
When the Stranger says: "What is the
meaning of this city?
Do you huddle close together because
you love each other?"

I
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What will you answer? "We all dwell
together
To make money from each other"?
or "This is a community"?
And the Stranger will depart and return to the desert.
0 my soul, be prepared for the coming of the Stranger,
Be prepared for him who knows how
to ask questions.

The latest American edition of
Mr. Eliot's work is an essay on
The Idea of a Christian Society.
Forgive me if I remind you that
my enthusiasm for him as a poet
and philosopher does not require
my endorsement of all of his ideas.
I do recommend, though, that
this thesis, too, be read by every
intellectual Christian.
Lest you rashly judge Eliot as
merely propounding the old medieval relationship of Church and
state, which he isn't, and lest you
allow your American and Christian thought patterns to cast him
aside entirely, first read the postscript to the book, and be assured
before beginning.
A main part of the problem, as regards the actual Church and its existing members, is the defective realization among us of the fundamental
fact that Christianity is primarily a
Gospel-message, a dogma, a belief
about God and the world and man,

which demands of man a response of
fa ith and repentance.

And in the appendix, which I
suggest you also read first for a
clear perspective of his thesis, he
points out that by the distinction
between the Church and the
World he means "not any one
communion or ecclesiastical organization, but the whole number of Christians as Christians;
and we mean not any particular
State, but the whole of society,
the world over, in its secular aspect."
And here is the perpetual message
of the Church : to affirm, to teach,
and to apply, true theology. We cannot be satisfied to be Christians at
our devotions and merely secular reformers all the rest of the week, for
there is one question that we need
to ask ourselves every day and about
whatever business. The Church has
perpetually to answer this question:
To what purpose were we born?
What is the end of Man?

Nehemiah built the temple
with the sword in one hand and
the trowel in the other. Those
who prefer that the temples
should not be built are now in
even greater number. Eliot offers
Christendom a few weapons.
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LEMBIC
BY THEODORE GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for anything a man has to
utter that has not previously been distilled in
the alembic of his life." -HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

IN CONSIDERATION
OF BRICKBATS

~They

threw brickbats at
Charles Wesley, one of the two
Wesleys famed throughout the
world as founders of Methodism
-the brothers who rescued England from paganism in their day.
These were real brickbats. There
is the figurative kind, which is
worse, and which has been hurled
at every champion of an unpopular cause, at every man or woman
who has had the temerity to introduce a New Idea. A friend of
mine who signs himself "London
Journalist," but whose real name
is Newman Watts, in one of his
little handbooks on religion-for
he was much interested in religion when we corresponded and
exchanged books-remarks on the
reaction that sets in when the
prophet of a good cause has done
his best, when "you have almost
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preached your heart out," but
when even your friends have
failed to show any sign of appreciation, and "a despondent mood
overwhelms the soul." Don't be
discouraged, he says, don't be affected by adverse criticism-"Be
yourself and do your best, and
leave the rest with God."
Then he remembered a paragraph about the "perfect preacher," and he put it on paper something like this:
He looked upon preaching and
teaching as part of his life work. He
had a good claim to be descended
from noble ancestors; yet he was
reared in a workingman's home. His
education appears to have been ob·
tained mostly at a vi11age school. He,
however, loved nature and never
tired of watching the crimson glow
of the sunset, the tender coloring of
a wild flower, and the flight and song
of the birds.
He was too poor to go to a college
or university and had to start work
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early in life to support loved ones.
At last, though, the way opened out
for a ministry in the service of God.
He taught in places of worship but
was fond of open-air preaching as
well. His presence was sought by little children, yet old people of ten got
near. He visited the poor, the aged,
and the sick; gave the mourner a
deep, rich sympathy; and yet could
be happy in cheerful company. He
had a · message for both the classes
and the masses. His heart was simply
full of love for all humanity.
As I read the story, there was nothing I could criticize. Here, then, I
thought, is perfection at last: surely
the people must have made a notable
response!
They did. They crowded to Him.
They hailed and acclaimed Him
King. They marched Him in procession. And then they crucified Him!
But that is not the end of the
story. Man had done with Him, but
God took Him up. He raised Him
from the dead; set Him at His Own
right hand on His eternal throne in
the heavens; gave Him a Name
which is above every other name;
and that same Jesus said concerning
those who serve Him faithfully:
"There is no man that hath left
house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children,
or lands, for my sake and the Gospel's, but he shall receive an hundred-fold, now in this time, houses,
and brethren, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and lands, with
persecutions; and in the world to
come, eternal life."

IT'S THE WAY IT'S WRITTEN

~It's

that which makes the
paragTaphs of "London Journalist" on the earthly career of the
Lord whom he served glow with
beauty, life, and spirit. "It's the
way it's written." Henry Justin
Smith, late managing editor of
the Chicago Daily News, under
that title once addressed some fellow journalists on the supremacy,
alone and absolute, of style as the
essence of good journalism. He
touched the very marrow of the
matter when he referred to that
feeling of futility which at times
descends on all who write for
newspapers and magazines, the
thought: "What a career-to be
read today and forgotten tomorrow I How can one's work be assured of more than a day's life
when it goes into a newspaper?"
As for the magazines, Smith said:
"They use finer paper and prettier type than the newspapers, but
somehow one can't tell the difference when the Salvation Army
collector carries them out of the
basement."
Yet the thought of becoming
good newspaper writers haunts
thousands of young men and
women, and Henry Justin Smith
said that it can be attained. First
of all, he says, you must work
hard; not only plod faithfully,
but "grit your teeth, go to it with
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a high pulse, tie a wet cloth about
your head, burn yourself up on
the job." That's one thing, and
the chief thing.
Then you must drill yourself
incessantly to achieve perfection.
To illustrate, Mr. Smith told the
following story from his own observation:
Fifteen years ago I walked through
the local room of the Chicago Daily
News about half past five in the afternoon. The room was almost deserted.
One desk light burned, and beforl!
it a young man not long past his
'teens sat grinding out sheet after
sheet of copy.
I knew this chap was not on the
late watch. He should have been off
duty hours before. I looked at the
copy. It was not news. It wasn't anything recognizable at a glance. There
seemed to be bushels of it. So, a bit
puzzled by this youth pounding away
in the dusk, I asked, "What's it all
about?" He looked up smilingly and
answered, "I'm trying to perfect a
style."
What I have given you is a glimpse
of Paul Scott Mowrer at the outset
of his career. Today he is a Paris
correspondent. He was one of those
who sent home the most vivid stories
of the great war and whose style,
whether he employs it upon "human interest" topics or upon analysis
of diplomatic tangles, is among the
most brilliant, well-poised and flexible media of expression wielded by
any journalist.

Paul Scott Mowrer is today editor of the Chicago Daily News.
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IN THE GREAT TRADITION

~Under

this heading the
Saturday Evening Post devotes a
column and a half to the style of
Winston Churchill's communications to the House of Commons.
What the Post has noted in these
addresses must have struck every
newspaper reader who has an appreciation of true eloquence.
These communications of Mr.
Churchill contain no trace of conscious rhetorical effort, but they
will live as long as the memory of
the intrepid spirit will live which
England is showing under the
bombing of its cities. What magnificent phrases in these references to history in the making!
As the shuttered windows of
Parliament are rattled by concussion, Churchill can say of Hitler:
"This wicked man, the repository
and embodiment of many forms
of soul-destroying hatreds, this
monstrous product of former
wrongs and shames."
There was the "grim and somber question" of what to do about
the French fleet after France had
surrendered to the enemy. Now
observe the power of language
coming from a heart torn by conflicting emotions when the action
in the harbor of Oran is described: "When you have a friend
and comrade at whose side you
have faced tremendous struggles
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guage of our day. It is of the same
class as "the above," "of fro1n,"
"of between," and "and/or."
Writing in the New York Times,
Stephen G. Rich protests valiantly against certain current American literary usages and mentions
these. He also utters a complaint
against newspaper men who are
getting into the habit of using
Herr, Signor, Senor, Monsieur,
and their abbreviations, for "the
good American term 'Mr.'"
The Baltimore Evening Sun
applauds Mr. Rich's crusade, but
doesn't expect to see it succeed.
The paper admits that its own
record is not clear since it does
use Herr when referring to a
"prominent goosestepper.'' Nevertheless, the Sun advocates not
only the use of the existing trio
of Mr., Mrs., and Miss, but the
use of an additional title to designate a bachelor, to wit: Mark, abbreviated Mk. With reference to
the new title, the Sun remarks regretfully: "We tossed that idea
out in an attempt to be helpful
during 1940, but the world was
too close to a breakdown (in the
sense of 'breakdown') to pay any
attention.''
As usual, the legal folk are the
worst offenders in ruining our
"BREAKING THIS DOWN-"
language. Whenever we read
~"Break down," in various about statesmen passing laws "to
constructions, is taking the place implement" this or that-well, the
of "analysis" in the business Ian- iron enters into our soul.

and your friend is smitten down
by a stunning blow, it may be
necessary to make sure that the
weapon that has fallen from his
hands shall not be added to the
resources of your common enemy.
But you need not bear malice because of your friend's cries of delirium and gestures of agony."
And Churchill adds a tribute to
the defense put up by French
ships "with the characteristic
courage of the French navy.''
In its own way, the despairing
words of the Italian general giving himself up to the British in
Libya are as worthy of being
placed among the imperishable
records of this war as the tremendous invocation of Churchill to
the I tali an people (you will remember the phrase: "We will tear
your African Empire to shreds
and tatters.'') When Gen. Francesco Argentina, the Black-shirt
officer captured on the Mediterranean shore by a British motorboat crew, was brought into camp,
he swept a tearful eye over the
barren stretches of sand and cried
out: "For all I care about this
desert, you can have it! I myself
am a poet!"
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WE CELEBRATE

~f ter checking and rechecking all available data, we are now
able to announce that with the
January issue of this year the
Alembic reached an all-time high
of 107 readers. From the low of
23, three years ago, this is an encouraging upsurge, betokening a
definite plus of achievement, in
spite of such miscues as our reference to Scandinavian royalty. Not
that we are incapable of imagining a readership that runs into
hundreds and hundreds-we have
our moments of delusions of grandeur-but the hundred mark is
something at that.
The occasion is worthy of a
slight memorial, and the particular form which it will take will
be the release, to readers of The
Alembic, of the two most effective
introductions to a banquet speech
now on our repertoire. The first
is the Sanka story.
This story will help the afterdinner speaker get by with a
speech in which he says absolutely nothing else that is in the least
worth while. In other words, it
will serve to introduce any afterdinner speech of the usual type.
We clear our throat-and here it
is:
Dining at the house of a friend
the other night, I noticed that he referred to the maid sometimes as Martha and sometimes as Sanka. When I
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showed my puzzlement, my friend
asked, "Have you never seen the
statement on the inside of a can of
Sanka?" I said, "No," and he went
on: "Our maid's real name is Martha, but among ourselves we call her
Sanka. The manufacturer's note
reads: 'In the preparation of this
drink, every active ingredient has
been removed from the bean.'" And
so, my friends, I can say, that is my
situation as I am called upon to make
this speech-"every active ingredient
seems to be removed from the bean.''

Resting your right forefinger
on your brow as you say this will
help.
Then there is the introductory
gag about pinch-hitting which
will gain you a sympathetic (if
not an enthusiastic) audience, no
matter how poorly you perform
before you sit down. Listen to
this:
"I am substituting for a man who
is noted for his flashing wit, his eloquence, and his radiant personality.
Mind you, I don't say I am pinchhitting. In the language of baseball,
a pinch-hitter is a player who is far
superior to the man scheduled to bat,
and for this reason is put in his
place.'' Now, with rising inflection"Lay-d-e-e-e-s and gentlemen, I am
not a pinch-hitter tonight; I am just
a substitute."

Rather handsome, you will admit. Yet these sure-fire openings
for the after-dinner speech are
hereby released without any condition whatsoever to readers of
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the Alembic, to be used by them
wherever, whenever, and as of ten
as it will appear necessary-prob·
ably ten or fifteen times, until the
close of the present banquet sea·
son. Not only that, but these in·

gratiating quips will identify you.
Anyway, that is one of the fin·
est things we can say about THE
CREsSET. If you can say you are a
subscriber, it identifies you. If
not, it classifies you.

What Makes a Writer?
A writer of fiction is usually the happier for his igno·
ranee, and better for having played ducks and drakes
with his cultural opportunities. All that he really requires is a dramatic sense and a peculiar eye for detail
which he can distort convincingly. He must be an untrustworthy, mendacious fellow who can tell a good
falsehood and make it stick. It is safer for him to be a
self-centered egotist than to have a broad interest in life.
He must take in more than he gives out. He must never
be complacent; he must never be at peace; in other
words, he is a difficult Individual and the divorce rate
among contemporary literati tells as much.
-JOHN

P.

MARQUAND

~AND MUSIC

MAKERS

Symphonies Everyone Should Know

B Y

W A L T E R

h A correspondent has asked me
1f to enumerate and discuss the
ten greatest symphonies. U nfortunatel y, I am utterly unable to
accede to his wish. Why? There
are two reasons. First, I do not
know what ten symphonies must
be looked upon as the greate,st of
all; secondly, I am congenitally,
temperamentally, wholeheartedly, and uncompromisingly out of
sympathy with the common practice of measuring artists and
works of art with such a prosaic
implement as a yardstick.
Nevertheless, it may be in order to answer my correspondent
in an indirect manner by listing
and commenting upon a few symphonies which, in my opinion,
every connoisseur of music should
know. In doing so, I shall take
the liberty to allow for some latitude in the matter of choice. Consequently, more than ten works
will be mentioned.

A.

H A N S E N

It is certain that some of my
arguments will call forth fiery
disagreement on the part of
those who have the forbearance
to wade through this little screed;
it is a foregone conclusion tha.t
more than one of my deductions
will give rise to violent frowning
and head-shaking.
Since music is one of the most
controversial of all the arts, every
commentator on composers and
compositions must be prepared
to be showered with brickbats
whenever he lifts up his voice.
Why not? The missiles that constantly descend upon a critic's
head from every point of the
compass indicate with the clearness of the noonday sun that the
men, the women, and the children of our land insist with bellicose firmness upon the right of
weighing and winnowing the
judgments that are doled out to
them. Music thrives on contro-
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versy. Some of the brickbats that
are hurled against commentators
turn out to be dragon's teeth, as
it were - dragon's teeth from
which spring keener knowledge
and deeper understanding for
throwers as well as for throwees.

A Look at Haydn

f\ I shall now proceed to stick
•. out my neck. First of all, it
will move in the direction of a
great composer whose name was
Franz Josef Haydn. One of the
compositions I shall recommend
to you will be this richly gifted
writer's Symphony No. 88, in G
Major (Breitkopf and Hartel, No.
13) . The work abounds in brightness, charm, and good humor;
but don't forget that the slow
movement is chockful of goodnatured seriousness. The melodies are easily remembered, and
the workmanship with which
they are woven together is amazing alike in its deftness and in its
refinement. Isn't the very simplicity of expression which characterizes the composition from
beginning to end in itself a mark
of consummate mastery? Wouldn't it be foolish to declare that
the musicians of our time need
no longer consider it profitable to
sit reverently at the feet of Papa
Haydn?
Perhaps you may prefer the
Surprise Symphony or the Oxford

Symphony. If so, there will be no
quarreling on my part.
Now let's turn to Mozart.
Choose any one of the three imperishable masterpieces which
this archgenius wrote in an incredibly short time during the
summer of 1788. I mean the Symphony in G Min or, the Symphony
in E Flat Major, and the Jupiter
Symphony. Vote for the charming Haffner Symphony if you prefer it to the three that have been
mentioned.
Richard Wagner once said,
"Mozart was so completely and
totally musician and nothing but
musician that we find in him the
most apparent, convincing, and
true relation of the musician to
the poet." There is no groping
in the symphonies I have referred
to, no uncertainty, no hesitancy.
Not only does Mozart find wonderfully articulate utterance for
his thoughts; he also succeeds in
impressing them upon us with
such astounding vividness that
even those who are wont to look
upon all symphonies as dull arid
abstruse must admit that nearly
all the music that came from his
unparalleled brain possesses in
full measure all those qualities
that have the power to break
down barriers and to win enthusiastic converts.
From the symphonies of Beethoven I recommend the Third
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(Eroica), the Fifth, and the Ninth,
without in any way minimizing
the immeasurable value of the
remaining six.
Beethoven was a rugged individualist. He has been called the
great liberator in music-the man
who boldly and dramatically tore
asunder many of the chains with
which the art had been shackled.
But Beethoven's independence of
spirit was by no means confined
to his composing. It permeated
his convictions concerning states
and statesmen; it was manifested
in his attitude toward many
phases of life and living. He was
frequently brusque and indiscreet. Now and then he was unwise to the point of downright
asininity. But when we take into
account what he did for music,
we must, I believe, be more than
willing to bear with his many
eccentricities.
The Eroica is Homeric in its
elemental forthrightness; it is
Shakespearean in the spaciousness of its perspective. Neither a
Michelangelo nor a Raffaello
could ever have worked with
greater sensitiveness.
Shall we, on the basis of a remark attributed to Beethoven,
believe that the Fifth is a symphony of fate? Remember that
there are some who do not hesitate to declare that, to their
thinking, it is both unnecessary
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and incongruous to connect this
masterpiece with the thumpings
of destiny. Nevertheless, if the
commonly accepted explanation
adds to your enjoyment of the
great composition, take the ingenious cobweb-spinning to your
heart and cling to it through
thick and thin.
The Ninth was wrung from the
Master's being after much pain
and travail. Now that we have it
in all its glory, in all its majesty,
in all its sublimity, and in all its
power, let us hear it as of ten as
we can. We shall never fail to
find something new in its pages;
we shall invariably discover in it
additional evidences of the awesome sweep of Beethoven's genius.

What of Brahms?

h Take any one of the four
• . symphonies written by Johannes Brahms. If you are wise,
you will set your affections on all
four.
Once upon a time a curious
listener asked a famous conductor, "Which one of Brahms's symphonies do you like best?" The
answer was, "The one I happen
to be conducting." Knowing this
frequently told story, I once accosted the late Henri Verbruegghen, conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, immediately after he had given an
impressive reading of Brahms's
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First and asked him which of the
great composer's four symphonies
he preferred. The wily Belgian,
refusing to stick out his neck, replied, "I have no preference."
Then he himself reminded me of
the tale to which I have referred.
Brahms was a native of Hamburg; but, since he spent many
years of his life in Vienna, he became thoroughly imbued with
the spirit and the habits of the
Viennese. Naturally, this was reflected to some extent in much
of his music. Perhaps I shall be
able to assist you in understanding certain elements in his symphonies if I quote from an anonymous book entitled Not to Be
Repeated-Merry-Go-Round of
Europe (Ray Long and Richard
R. Smith, Inc., New York. 1932).
Here the characteristics of the
people of Vienna are described
in the following highly illuminating manner:
"The secret of Vienna's seductive and exasperating charm lies
in her wind, the famous Fohn. A
south wind, gentle cousin of the
sirocco, insidious and pervasive,
as habit-forming as morphine, it
gets you, struggle against it as you
will, as it got the Viennese.
"By their drinks ye shall know

them. In New York people drink
gin to keep going; in London
they drink whiskey to keep warm;
in Paris they drink wine to keep
loving; in Berlin they drink beer
to keep drinking-and in Vienna
people drink coffee to keep awake.
"A sophisticated folk, the Viennese have contrived forty or fifty
different kinds of coffee wherewith to make this process as painless as possible. You may order
all forty, but your eyelids will
droop just the same if the Fohn
is blowing.
"The Fohn explains the inexplicable in the Austrian character. It is not always present. The
Fohn comes and goes, like a thief
in the night, and you hardly
know it is there, sucking the
backbone out of your spine, the
marrow from your bones, before
it is gone again. When no Fohn
is blowing, the climate of Vienna
is clear, dry, sunny, sharp, even
invigorating-till it steals back."
Think of the subtle power of
the Fohn when you listen to
Rrahms's mighty symphonies.
They are surcharged with the
Austrian Gemiltlichkeit. But this
does not mean that they are soporific in character.
(To be.continued)
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This striking pulpit in the Church of the Franciscans
at Muenster in Westphalia, is one of the oddest ever
to come to our attention. It is carved from a solid
tree trunk, which according to tradition, stood on the
ground where the first Franciscans held services in
Westphalia.

Westphalia is famous for its beautiful metal baptismal
fonts. This one is from Saint Reynolds Church in
Dortmund. It is made of cast bronze of the most
exquisite workmanship.

I

This baptismal font of brass is from the Church of
Saint Simeon in Minden. It is an excellent example
of Renaissance workmanship.

Many of the churches in Westphalia contain beautifully carved triptych altars. Their carvings are often
almost lacy in their frailty. This reredos is found in
the Church of Saint Peter in Dortmund. It contains
thirty scenes with several hundred fully carved little
figures.

I

I

This triptych altar i& from the old city Church in
Bielefeld. Its carving is of the same high type as that
in Dortmund, but here only the center porti~n is
carved while the side wings are painted scenes. The
figures of the twelve apostles across the bottom of the
reredos are very fine examples of the wood carver's art.

Standing opposite the church in Warendorf in Westphalia we find this beautiful crucifixion scene as a
constant reminder of the love of the Saviour.

The Holy Passion Season brings us many reminders
of the suffering and death of our Lord. In these troubled days our hearts might be cheered and comforted
by such beautiful wayside shrines as this one from
near Freckenhorst in Westphalia. Notice the odd conception of the cross.

This great Roman baptismal font is supposed to date
back to the eighth century. It is found in the church
in Freckenhorst.
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RECENT RECORDINGS
RICHARD STRAUSS. Don Quixote: Fantastic Variations on a Theme of
Knightly Character. The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under
Eugene Ormandy. Emanuel Feuermann, solo 'cellist; Alexander Hilsberg, solo violinist; Samuel Lifschey, solo violist.-A superb reading of a descriptive work which
will always elicit admiration because of the uncanny skill with
which it is scored. Victor Album

720.
GEORGES BIZET. Symphony No. I, in
C Major. The London Philharmonic Orchestra under Walter
Goehr.-Bizet was only seventeen
when he wrote this absorbingly
melodious symphony. The composition foreshadows the phenomenal
ability which was subsequently revealed with telling effect in Carmen. Victor Album 721.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF. Eleven Piano
Pieces.-The great master of the
keyboard plays his own Melodie in
E Major, Op. 3, No. 3; Humoresque, Op. 10, No. 5; Prelude in G
Flat Major, Op. 23, No. 10; Preludes in G Major, F Major, and F
Minor, Op. 32, No. 3, 7, and 6;
Eludes in C Major and E Flat Major, Op. 33, No. 2 and 7; Daisies,
Op. 38; and Oriental Sketch. Victor Album 722.

MANUEL DE FALLA. Nights in the Gardens of Spain. Lucette Descaves,
pianist, and the Paris Conservatory Orchestra under Eugene Bigot.-A brilliant performance of a
work that abounds in color and
captivating rhythms. Victor Album

725.
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Variations
on the Theme, Ich bin der Schneider Kakadu. Erling Bloch, violin;
Torben Svendsen, 'cello; and Lund
Christiansen, piano.-There is necromancy without stint in these variations. The theme is from one
Wenzel Miiller's comic opera, Die
Schwestern von Prag. Victor Album

729.
WoLFGANG AMAD:£us MozART. Sonata
in D Major, for Two Pianos (K.
448). Pierre Luboschutz and Genia
Nemenoff.-This composition is ·
characterized by marvelously lucid
partwriting and melodies of rare
beauty; the reading by Luboschutz
and Nemenoff is praiseworthy in
every way. Victor Album 724.
MoRTON GouLD. Foster Gallery. The
Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler.-A cleverly scored
and somewhat acidulous treatment
of a number of songs and dances
from the pen of Stephen Foster.
Victor Album 727.

~he ~iterary ~cene
READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the staff

Dark Bondage
SAPPHIRA AND THE SLAVE
GIRL. By Willa Cather. Alfred
A. Knopf, New York. 1940. 295
pages. $2.50.
LMOST

twenty years have passed

since Wm. Rose Benet wrote of
A
Willa Sibert Cather, "Upon Miss

Cather's present position as an American novelist it is surely unnecessary
to comment. She has established herself as a literary artist." Time has not
refuted Mr. Benet's critical estimate.
The superior talent which is so clearly indicated in 0 Pioneers (1913),
The Song of the Lark (1915), in the
superbly written My Antonia (1918),
and in A Lost Lady (1923) reached
full-toned maturity in My Mortal
Enemy (1926) and in Death Comes
for the Archbishop (1927). Miss Cather's later novels, Shadows on the
Rock (1931), Lucy Gayheart (1935),
and Sapphira and the Slave Girl
(1940), fall short of this high standard of artistic achievement. They
are admirably wrought, it is true,
and we find in them the beauty, the
tenderness, and the serenity characteristic of the author's style; but they

lack the depth, the vigor, and the
intensity of her earlier works.
Miss Cather has chosen Winchester,
Virginia-the place of her birth-as a
setting for Sapphira and the Slave
Girl. The time is 1856, and the theme
of this new book may be summed up
in a pithy quotation from My Mortal Enemy: "When kindness has left
people, even for a few moments, we
become afraid of them, as if their reason had left them. When it has left
a place where we have always found
it, it is like shipwreck; we drop from
security into something malevolent
and bottomless."
Kindness had indeed gone from
the heart of Sapphira Colbert and
from the home which she ruled with
hard and highhanded authority. Obsessed by an unspoken, unfounded,
and unworthy suspicion, the mistress
of Mill Farm begins a cruel and vicious persecution of a defenseless and
innocent young slave girl. Coldly and
deliberately Sapphira sets in motion
a train of events which are designed
to bring ruin and disgrace to the
serving-maid whom she has hitherto
pampered and petted. In desperation the frightened and puzzled Nan-
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cy turns for help to the only person
who can rescue her. Rachel Colbert
Blake has much of her mother's
shrewdness and courage; but she has
also inherited a fine sense of sympathy from her quiet, kindly father.
And, since she has long supported
the Abolitionist movement in secret,
she is able to arrange Nancy's escape
into Canada by way of the "underground railroad." Although the slave
girl's disappearance evokes a widespread flurry of gossip and speculation, Sapphira meets the situation
with dignity and composure, for she
knows at once how and by whom
Nancy's flight has been accomplished.
Not until months later, when the
shadow of death is already hard upon
her, does she forgive Rachel and permit her to come again to Mill Farm.
Miss Cather has taken the characters of Sapphira and the Slave Girl
from life. In a brief Epilogue she
tells us that twenty-five years after
Nancy's escape she herself, as a child
of five, witnessed the former slave
girl's return to her old home.
ANNE HANSEN

A Devotee's Tribute
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Described and depicted by Hendrik
Willem van Loon. Simon & Schuster, New York. 1940. 68 pages.
$2.50.

Hendrik Willem van Loon had
set out to be another Spitta, a
Parry, a Schweitzer, or a Terry, one
would be justified in relegating his
brief biography of Johann Sebastian
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Bach to outer darkness. But the able
Dutch-American did not intend to
throw new light on the life and the
activities of the man who gave us
The Well-Tempered Clavichord, the
B Minor Mass, the St. Matthew Passion, and many other masterpieces.
Realizing that Bach-even without
freshly unearthed biographical material-is always news in the music
world of today and that appealing
discussions of the great master cannot
be too numerous, the enthusiastic
Mr. Van Loon decided to seat himself at his typewriter to peck out a
breezily written eulogy of the Kantor.
The upshot is a work which, so far
as the rank and file are concerned,
pleads the potent cause of Johann
Sebastian far more effectively than
the dry effusions of those who seem
to believe that a biography can have
no value unless it is written in a
cumbersome style and embellished
with copious footnotes.
Your reviewer holds no brief for
many of the tenets which Mr. Van
Loon has dished up to the world in
previous books; but he sees no reason
why it is not fair and wise to accord
the prolific writer a generous meed of
praise for the thoroughly delightful
treatment of some of the activities
and some of the accomplishments of
Bach. Yes, there are faults in the
work. It is preposterous, of course,
to entitle a chapter dealing with an
exceedingly small portion of what
took place in a segment of Europe
from 1723 to 1750 Musical Conditions During the Latter Half of the
Eighteenth Century. Here Mr. Van
Loon's muse left him in the lurch.
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But the information which has been
packed into the chapter is of such
great value to those who want to
learn in what kind of environment
Bach labored, what he did, and what
his work means that some measure of
atonement is made for the slip.
Mr. Van Loon's personality is plastered on every page of the biography
-plastered, one hastens to add, on a
substantial background and never obtruded in such a way as to make it
irksomely prominent. The author has
a keen sense of humor; but a desire
to be facetious leads him to commit
an egregious blunder when he says
that the virginal was so called "probably because it was an ideal instrument for blushing young maidens."
His admiration of Bach knows no
bounds. Why should it? Mr. Van
Loon admits that such works as the
Musical Offering and The Art of
Fugue are beyond him; but in this
respect he is far from lonesome. He
falls foul-inadvertently, one supposes
-of the judgment doled out by numerous savants when he declares that
Bach's genius "was so great that he
was bound to change everything he
touched and must sooner or later hit
upon audible color combinations
which no Italian had dreamed possible." Your reviewer, however, is
convinced that this particular statement was conceived in wisdom.
English
T movesauthor's
along with a

sometimes
noticeable
limp. Here is an example, "There
was no demand for exclusively [sic]
organ playing in a chapel devoted to
the Calvinistic service." This solecism
HE

will probably be corrected in later
editions.
For those who are willing to spend
three dollars in addition to the price
of the book there is an album containing a group of recordings on
which Grace Castagnetta, pianist, is
heard in the Chromatic Fantasy and
Fugue and other selections from the
master's music. Boxed together, the
two volumes are priced at five dollars.
Twenty drawings done by the author
contribute much to the fascinating
quality of the little biography.

Even-Handed Justice
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER: The
Heroic Age of American Enterprise. By Allan Nevins. Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York. 1940.
Two volumes. Boxed. 683 and 747
pages. Illustrated. $7 .50.

I

1s SAFE to say that no citizen of
the United States has been attacked more bitterly or maligned
more maliciously than John D. Rockefeller. Consequently, any historian
who undertakes to write an accurate,
comprehensive, and impartial biography of the world-renowned and fabulously wealthy Oil King is bound to
become involved in an exceedingly
difficult task. It would be comparatively easy for a clever quill driver
to concoct a sensational account of
the famous industrialist's long life.
Since the world is always eager to be
regaled with stories that give pointed
emphasis to the faults-both actual
and imaginary-of its noted personages, muckraking invariably attracts
the attention of a large number of
T
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readers. But vilification has nothing thor will be known to posterity as
whatever in common with honestly one of our country's foremost historhandled historiography. Malicious ians. The style is meaty, not brilliant.
flaw-picking never goes hand in hand
with scholarship of the first order.
HE keynote of Mr. Nevins' monuBiographers worth their salt-and Almental biography of the muchlan Nevins is worth much more than maligned John D. is sounded with
his salt-do all in their power to dis- ringing candor in an Epilogue which
tinguish between facts and fiction.
contains infinitely more substance
They endeavor to paint portraits
than one usually finds in the entire
that are true to life. They strive to
contents of several run-of-the-mill life
administer even-handed justice. Some- histories. Here the author points out
times their conclusions are devastat- that "the question of motive enters
ing; sometimes they are unmistakably into any consideration either of ecoeulogistic.
nomic vision or of business ethics."
Mr. Nevins' account of the career He goes on to say that this matter
of the man who conceived and foun- "is important because some writers of
ded the huge trust known as Standard the muckraking school have grievousOil is neither an effusive hymn of ly misconstrued the motives not only
praise nor is it born of a desire to of Rockefeller but of a whole generaindulge in detraction. It is based on tion of business leaders. They sum up
painstaking research and wide-reach- these motives in the word 'greed,' as
ing scholarship; it dispenses far more if it were greed which led Carnegie
approbation than blame. Furthermore, to build steel mills, Rockefeller to
it is couched in language that is at organize the oil industry, Westingonce crystal-clear and a model of so- house to develop the electrical indusbriety. There is no mincing of words. try, and Ford to manufacture motor
In the carefully considered opinion cars. If we wish to measure the word
of this reviewer, no previous book 'greed,' we can apply it in many confrom the pen of Mr. Nevins contains texts. We can say that Shakespeare
as much briskness in n arration and as was greedy for fame, Lincoln greedy
large an amount of knife-edged expo- for political power, and Duse greedy
sition and incisive argumentation as for applause. But such a word means
one finds in the lengthy but by no nothing in the analysis of motive.
means longwinded biography of What these figures were really interRockefeller. Extensive experience in ested in was competitive achievement,
the exacting field of journalism has self-expression, and the imposition of
done much to give Mr. Nevins the their wills on a given environment.
ability to express his thoughts lucidly, ... Money was not the central object,
trenchantly, and judiciously. His lat- but a by-product. Greedy men exist,
est achievement is a work of such out- but they seldom accumulate colossal
standing thoroughness that one need fortunes, for greed tends to defeat
not hesitate to prophesy that the au- itself in complex business opera-
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tions." Here is logic that cuts with
the sharpness of a Toledo blade. Will
Ida M. Tarbell and all the other
writers who have dragged the name
of Rockefeller through mud and
slime be able to refute an argument
so cogent and so conclusive?
Early in life the founder of Standard Oil determined to let money be
his servant and not to make himself
a slave to his earnings. Gifted with
"persistence, foresight, a cautious,
subtle mind, love of system, and, in
all practical affairs, keen curiosity,"
the boy who was destined to become
a figure of world-wide importance began his phenomenal business career
by raising turkeys. After the Rocke£ell er family had moved from the
state of New York to Ohio, John attended school for a time; but, since
books and book-learning always
played a negligible role in his own
personal life, he sought and found
employment. It is significant that
from the very beginning the young
man conscientiously and systematically gave a portion of his earnings to
support causes which he considered
worthy. As he "had determined to
get all that he honorably could, so
he had determined to give all that
he could."
From bookkeeping young Rockefeller turned to a commission business of his own. The first venture
was a partnership; but John D. was
the dominating personality. Later he
saw the vast possibilities connected
with oil-refining, oil-marketing, and
oil-drilling, and, step by step, he organized an industry so large and so
powerful in its many ramifications

and, as a result, accumulated a fortune so unbelievably immense that
the entire civilized world was dumbfounded. The management of the
Rockefeller millions was a huge business in itself; the handling of the numerous benefactions presented problems that often seemed insoluble.
But the biographer declares that it is
unfair to say that Rockefeller turned
to large-scale philanthropy in an effort to make restitution to the world
for what many of his opponents referred to as grievous sins against the
welfare of his fellowmen.
Mr. Nevins presents a detailed account of the development of the oil
industry. His description of the rise
of the Standard Oil trust and of the
numerous business conflicts and court
battles in which it became involved
gives the reader a keen insight into
an extremely important phase of the
history of our country. Throughout
the engrossing narrative John D.
stands out as an innovator of remarkable ability. "Many people are Baptists, Methodists, or Catholics before
they are Christians," writes Mr. Nevins, "but Rockefeller was a Christian
before he was a Baptist." "With hi~
clear grasp of a situation, his searching mind, and his cool resolution of
purpose" he "conquered all impediments by a steady, relentless adapta·
tion to circumstances. Walls of brass
might be erected before him, but he
would go through, or over, or under
them."
The two volumes devote much attention to Rockefeller's family, to his
friends, and to his enemies. Those individuals who, "croaking like ravens
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on a withered bough, had discreditable reasons for wishing Rockefeller
ill" are dealt with in a spirit of fairness. Mr. Nevins himself speaks of
the biography as "an effort to illuminate, without fear or favor, all aspects
of the work of a remarkable innovator who left a deep imprint upon both
the industry and philanthropy of the
nation, and who has been both bitterly assailed and warmly defended.
The biography was undertaken in a
spirit of impartiality and under circumstances which assured the complete independence of the author."
The result, in your reviewer's opinion, is one of the few truly great biographical works of recent years. No
student of the history of the United
States can afford to neglect it.

Christianity in Education
PHILOSOPHY, EDUCATION, AND
CERTAINTY. By Robert L. Cooke.
Zondervan Publishing House,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 1940. 392
pages. $2.75.

who is associate proT fessorauthor,
of Education at Wheaton
HE

College, wishes to serve a double purpose with this book: to provide a text
for courses in the history and philosophy of education, and to offer a survey of educational principles and
problems for the general reader. At
the outset he presents a condensed
history of philosophy, then traces the
influence of philosophical ideas on
educational thought and practice,
and thereafter characterizes the philosophies of education current in
America at the present time.
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On the basis of this discussion Dr.
Cooke arrives at the conclusion that
the history of education represents a
long quest for certainty and that this
quest has all along failed of finding
what it sought because men turned to
their own abilities and powers for
guidance. "Yet," he writes, "for nineteen hundred years the answer has
been available, had man been willing
to turn to the true and only Fountainhead." "In Christianity the end
of the quest is here." "Naught but
Christianity can bring the answer
stumbling man still seeks."
Our heart warms to Dr. Cooke's
clear confession of his faith in the
deity and saviorhood of Christ, but
he leaves us puzzled on a number of
important points. He sets forth the
principles of true Christian education, and yet his concern, unless we
have entirely misunderstood him, is
with the public school system. All the
education that is carried on by the
church can and should be Christcentered and in harmony, throughout, with the Bible. We cannot imagine, however, how Dr. Cooke hopes
to implement his plan of Christian education in our public schools,
nor does he enlighten us on that
point.
The best parts of the book are
those in which the author speaks of
his own field, education. There is
considerable evidence that he is out
of his depth when he deals with philosophy. As regards literary finish,
much is left to be desired. Awkward
and even barbarom turns of speech
are all too frequent.
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Key to Better Ways
MIND THROUGH THE AGES: A

History of Human Intelligence.
By Martin Stevers. Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York. 1940. 521
pages. $3.75.
represents a very ambiT tiousbookundertaking.
The author
HIS

believes that we who live in this
fear-ridden, war-torn world "have,
for the first time in the history of
thought, the true key to better ways,
to use if we will," and he makes it
his purpose to point out the key and
the way it can be used to open the
door to a happier future for mankind. This all-important key, he
holds, is a new understanding of
man's make-up. "Biology, prehistory,
history, psychology and sociology
have flowed together and given us a
bright new light upon human nature. They have shown us where the
trouble has been all the time. It has
lain . . . in our self-flattering assumption that we live by the light
of reason and intelligenc.e, whereas
the truth is almost exactly the other
way around." We tend to live by our
irrational, appetitive side. Now, understanding this, "we can, if we like,
build a really workable social and
political world" by mastering ourselves.
The amazing thing about all this
is not "the bright light upon human
nature" of which Stevers speaks, but
the fact that he regards it as a new
light, as an understanding that now,
in these latter days, comes to us "for
the first time in the history of
thought." Is not the power of appe-

tite and emotion to override knowledge and reflection the most obvious
and the most ancient of insights into man's · nature? Does not this power give its earliest demonstration in
the Fall? The second half of Romans 7 deals with it; Plato accords it a
prominent place in his ethical teachings; many literary productions are
based on it. How, then, did we need
biology and other sciences to show
us "where the trouble has been all
the time"?
Being satisfied that man's hopes
of building himself a better world
depend on his recognition and proper application of intelligence, Mr.
Stevers has undertaken to write a
history of intelligence, of its origin,
its nature, its development, its successes and its failures in the history
ot mankind. He proceeds a la theory
of evolution and accordingly takes
his departure from "virus-like beginnings," "two billion years or more
ago." From that fabulous region,
however, he rapidly clambers up "the
tree of life," via sea anemones, catfish, tree shrews, and the like, takes
a glance at Pithecanthropus, Sinanthropus, and th.e ir betters, stays a bit
with the Neanderthalers, the Skhul
people, the Magdalenians, and such,
and then arrives in prehistoric Sumer.
The greater part of the volume
consists of a survey of historical
times, with stress laid on the application of intelligence to human affairs.
Much interesting and thought-provoking material is brought together,
and this material is presented lucidly and attractively. There is, however, a regrettable feature. It is self-
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evident that no man can be an authority in all fields of human knowledge-and the book touches on almost all of them at one point or another. The reader has the right, nevertheless, to expect that an author
who writes of fields in which he
lacks personal competence make sure
of his data before he presents them.
We noted quite a number of errors
as we read: Socrates, e. g., did not
insist on the use of hypothesis (p.
249) ; not the Hindus, but the Arabs,
devised the use of zero (p. 337) ;
not Newton's, but Huygens', theory
of light held the field until lately
(p. 413) ; Malthus did not advocate
birth control (p. 448); etc. Various
judgments that are made are logically without basis. Such discoveries
as these make one hesitant to trust
the author's verdict on matters with
which one is not familiar.
Mr. Stevers' obvious Catholic sympathies lead him to pooh-pooh the
indulgence controversy as a "comparatively trifling issue," to claim
that "Luther's attitude was conditioned throughout by the tension
and strain of his own maladjusted
personality," and to assert that Calvin "was as savage as the notorious
inquisitor Torquemada." On the
other hand, he apologizes for ref erring to Aquinas as plain "Thomas,"
"although the proper name is Saint
Thomas because of canonization in
1323."
And what about "the true key to
better ways" which "for the first
time in the history of thought" we
were said to have and which the book
was to show us how to use? The only

I
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novelty in this direction which we
were able to discover-amid some
very good but very familiar adviceis the insistence that men must be
reconditioned so that they may be
able "to seek a full measure of happiness by pursuing legitimate selfaggrandizement to the utmostl"which would seem to indicate that
the author has been right powerfully
conditioned by Alfred Adler.

The Cross in the Land
of the Crescent
NOT TO ME ONLY. By Caleb
Frank Gates. Princeton University
Press, Princeton, N. J. 1940. 340
pages. $3.00.
HIS is the autobiography of an
American who spent fifty-two
years of his life as a missionary and
educator in the Near East. After
graduating from the Chicago Theological Seminary in 1878 and spending some time in study and travel
in Europe, Caleb Frank Gates accepted the call sent him by the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions to go to Mardin.
Turkey, as missionary. He served
first at Mardin, then at Harput, and
finally at Istanbul. His book tells us
of the difficulties, hardships, setbacks, disappointments, joys, hopes,
and compensations of a missionary's
life. It describes the locust plague,
the attacks of marauding bands, the
massacre and deportation of Armenians under the despotic reign of
Sultan Abdul-Hamid. There are detailed discussions of the revolution
of the Young Turks and their aims,
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the collapse of the Ottoman Empire,
the part of Turkey in the first World
"\i\tar, the final reconstruction and
reorganization of the country, following the Lausanne Conference, and
the establishment of the republic under the leadership of Kemal Ataturk.
As president of the famous American Robert College at Istanbul, Dr.
Gates was able to view and evaluate
the happenings of this epoch from
a point of vantage. His own gifts of
leadership and his neutrality won
for him the confidence, not only of
the many students of various nationalities who passed through the college during these years, but also of
the leading men of Turkey and of
the statesmen, diplomats, and persons of prominence who visited the
Near East for business or pleasure.
w·e are not surprised, then, to find
that the man who was able to keep
his college open even during the
time when America was, at least
nominally, at war with Turkey, also
served as unofficial diplomat at important conferences that were to decide the fate of the people among
whom he had lived and worked so
long.
As educator, Dr. Gates helped to
shape the careers of hundreds of students who graduated from Robert
College and became teachers, engineers, civic and religious leaders, and
who are continuing among their respective peoples to perpetuate the
Christian ideals he helped to inculcate. For his outstanding services he
received honors from rulers and institutions. His real monument, how-

ever, is in the hearts and lives of
those whom he was able by the grace
of God to lead to Christ.
We recommend this book as an
excellent example of autobiographical writing and as an evidence that
Christian mission work in the modern world is not dead.

Top of the World
ULTIMA THULE: Further Mysteries of the Arctic. By Vilhjalmur
Stefansson. Illustrated by Alexander Popini. Maqnillan Co., New
York. 1940. 383 pages. $3.50.
O Vilhjalmur Stefansson goes the
T credit
for proving that the region
north of the Arctic Circle is friend! y
-that animal life on land and in
water does not decrease as one goes
farther north, that men do not often
die there of either cold or starvation.
It is he who has stressed the economic
value of the Arctic regions as meatsupplying countries and as a vast
storehouse of valuable raw materials.
He has urged the crossing of the
Polar Sea by airplane as being a
sensible use of a short cut between
great centers of civilization and commerce.
All this he has done since his retirement from Arctic exploration in
1918. He had spent ten winters and
thirteen summers north of the Polar
Circle; at the height of his powers he
settled down in Greenwich Village,
New York, and undertook to consolidate the gains he had made in
Arctic exploration and research and
to drive home their lessons. Two
books whose titles tell their theses,
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The Friendly Arctic (1921) and The
Northward Course of Empire (1922),
were the beginnings of activities that
have continued to the present time.
As a thinker and worker, Stefansson
has contributed much to the history
of discovery, geography, aviation, dietetics, the distribution of peoples,
and international politics. Earl P.
Hanson, writing in Harpers Magazine a year ago, said, "Indeed, by
now Stefansson's achievements as J.
retired explorer are looming as far
greater and more significant than
anything he ever did in the Arctic.·•
(And his achievements in the Arctic
had proved most polar experts wrong
on several important theories.)
reported that Mr. Stefansson has his headquarters in
three adjacent Village apartments
that house his living space, his files,
his private collection of some 15,000
books on the polar regions, and
offices for his staff. Here, at the age
of sixty-one, the explorer-scholar
reads, investigates, writes, and advises. With his staff he is preparing a
handbook on the North for the War
Department, advising on northern
operations for Pan American Airways, answering many letters from
scientific men all over the world, and
supervising the preparation of a bibliography on polar exploration.
From the scholar's workshop comes
Ultima Thule: Further Mysteries of
the Arctic. Among the ancients, the
northernmost part of the habitable
world was called ultima Thule. Pytheas, of the Greek colonial city Massilia (modern Marseilles) , made a
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voyage to Britain and to Thule, "six
days away from Britain towards the
North" (in the words of Strabo,
Greek geographer living at the time
of Christ's youth) , at some time within the period 333-323 B. c. He alluded
to the British Isles by the earliest
Greek form of the word Britain, and
stated that he traveled all over the
accessible parts of the country. He
said that the barbarians of Thule
showed him the resting place of the
sun, a statement which makes clear
that Thule was inhabited. Unfortunately his account of the voyage perished, but fragments of that account
are quoted by Strabo, Pliny, and
other writers. Some scholars have believed that by Thule Pytheas referred
tu Iceland, others that he meant Norway, and still others that the people
of Britain told him about Thule but
that he did not visit there.
Mr. Stefansson assembles and discusses the scientific and the literary
evidence in favor of each of the three
views. One of the first points raised
is the question of early traffic between
Iceland and Britain, and between
Norway and Britain. While there are
no references to Iceland for a thousand years after Pytheas from any
literature except that of Ireland, the
first unmistakable reference being
several paragraphs in a book written
about A. D. 825 by the monk-geographer Dicuil, Mr. Stefansson demonstrates that the British probably visited Iceland (and therefore also
Norway) regularly in the centuries
immediately before and after 300 B. c.
Then he lets the reader decide whether Pytheas reached Iceland or Nor-
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way, though he himself apparently
believes that Thule is Iceland.
The second mystery for which the
reader may act as board of arbitration is that of whether Columbus
visited Iceland in 1477. Again Mr.
Stefansson assembles and discusses
evidence, and again he must build a
stairway of testimonies: one man is
quoted by another man who in turn
is quoted by others. Again the original documents, the biography of Columbus by his son and an early copy
of H istoria de las I ndias by the
bishop Las Casas, are lost. The biography is available only in an Italian
translation and in English-from-Italian. Of the history there exist only
a few handwritten manuscripts and
copies printed more than three hundred years after Las Casas wrote it.
In the third part of the book,
"Were Pytheas and Columbus Right
about Arctic Climate?" Mr. Stefansson proves again what he has known
for years, that modern orthodox climatologists are wrong when they
deny to the Arctic regions a warm
northern summer of considerable
length. The corollary of his correction of the climatologists is of course
the theme expressed in The North ward Course of Empire. Implicit in
this corollary, surely, is the notion
that Alaska is worth fortifying, developing, and colonizing now.
In this book Mr. Stefansson is geographical philosopher, literary detective extraordinary, and master of the
English essay. He is a humanist in
the camp of one of the groups of
scientists who seem not quite able to
cast off scholastic traditions. His de-

tective work is reminiscent of that of
Mr. J. Leslie Hotson on the Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe
cases. His prose style is a joy. Orderly
thinking, disciplined paragraphs, precise and effective sentences provide
lucid presentation of facts and theories; yet there is not a page in the
book that may be labeled "too formal." The reader has the rich reward
of following the logical unraveling of
the several threads in each mystery,
and of doing this in prose that is of
first rank.
PALMER CZAMANSKE

A Poet's Progress
MAKE BRIGHT THE ARROWS.
By Edna St. Vincent Millay. Harper & Brothers, New York. 1940.
65 pages. $1.75.
and the casual judgment
T of this little
volume of poems is
HE EASY

that it suffers as poetry because it was
written, for the most part, by an angry person. Certainly anger is the
mood of much of the content of
Make Bright the Arrows-and so are
fear and loathing. But if we were to
say that Miss Millay fails as a poet
because she allows these passions to
make less room for such purer poetry
as we read in Renascence and The
Buck in the Snow, then we might as
well say that Milton lost his way as a
poet when he left the conventional
poetic niceties of his early poems to
give vent, in his sonnets, to the anger
of an outraged Puritan. As a matter
of caution, let us add here that this
comparison with Milton, as far as
Make Bright the Arrows goes, must
stop right here.
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Apparently it was no accident that
Miss Millay went to one of the Old
Testament prophets for her title (d.
Jer. 51: 11) : the crisis she pictures as
facing the Christian and democratic
world today presents an analogy to
the crisis that faced Israel in the
sixth century B.C. Miss Millay, in her
tear-studded anger, warns us that we
are menaced by the modern Babylon
because of our lack of faith, our lack
of spiritual strength (and toughness) -in short, because we have
turned to the false gods: materialism,
greed, selfishness.
The poems in Make Bright the
Arrows were written between last
spring and last fall, and they are concerned chiefly with the threat of a
conquest of the Western world by
the Nazi armies. Miss Millay (to put
it mildly) is no isolationist. She sees
in the fall of Holland, France, and
England the ruin of a great deal of
what is vital to our civilization, our
democracy, and our Christianity.
Much of the poetic effect of the
poems depends on the nostalgic recall of what the poet remembers of
those fallen and afflicted countries.
She remembers of Holland:
Mile after mile the level lowlands blos·
somed-yellow square, white square,
Scarlet · strip and mauve strip bright
beneath the brightly clouded sky, and
the round clouds and the gentle air.
Along the straight canals between
striped fields of tulips in the morning
sailed
Broad ships, their hulls by tulip-beds
concealed, only the sails showing.

and of England:
Sturminster-Newton, and the road that
used to run
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Past bridge, past cows in meadow,
Warm in the sun,
Cool in the elm-tree's shadow,
To the thatched cottage roofs of Shillingstone;
Dorset and Hampshire were our home
in England: the tall holly trees, the
chestnuts that we found
Glossy within their shaggy burrs on the
cold autumn ground
In the New Forest, new in the Norman's
day ...

Many readers of Miss Millay's
poetry will find in this latest volume
of hers a very definite development
from her poetry of ten or fifteen
years ago, and even more so from
that of her first volume, Renascence.
In Renascence and in her poems of
the following decade, at least, Miss
Millay's religious conceptions were
chiefly those of a kind of pantheism.
Often critics and editors have pointed
to Renascence as a poetic declaration of the individual's complete
independence of religion in his efforts to get at the meaning of the
world. In Make Bright the Arrows,
Miss Millay seems to have come a
long way from this pantheism; often,
in these latest poems, she suggests
that man's present sad plight is due
to his failure to think often enough
and to act of ten enough according to
the precepts of the New Testament.
Especially in "Noell Noell"-one of
the longest and perhaps best poems
of the volume-is this indictment
made explicit. The poem, addressed
directly to Jesus, lines us up in cloaks
of greed and materialism and shows
us how far short of the two-thousandyear-old ideals we have fallen:
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half tells of his quest to find a road
to peace among nations. The illustrations, by Boris Artzybasheff, are
hauntingly beautiful.
Fridtjof Nansen, scientist, athlete,
explorer, and beloved hero of NorAnd a touch of religion is suggested: way, is welcomed home from his poThat there are some, that there are one la1 explorations by the salute of thiror two, who truly love you, and who
teen guns, by crowds singing first "A
try to keep ....
Mighty
Fortress Is Our God" and
To keep afloat, not drown, yet at the
same time hold aloft and out of reach then their national anthem. After
Nansen's return, he devoted some
.... your heavy Commandment ....
Whose brief instructions clear from the years to science, but later he entered
hazy mind upon the pounding ear his country's services as statesman and
are: you
humanitarian. His career as a statesNever to jettison.
man started in the "dark and danNow, to get back to our opening gerous days in 1905 when war seemed
remarks, there are poems in this likely to break between Sweden and
volume that do seem to suffer because Norway." Due largely to Nansen's
they are keyed to anger. Such titles work, a treaty was finally signed, and
as "Ballade of Lost Cities" and "And Norway became an independent kingThen There Were None" are frank dom. Later he was persuaded to go
parodies of a Villon ballade and of as ambassador to London, but he rea nursery rhyme. That a poet of Miss turned to Norway every year to seek
Millay's stature should allow such renewed strength among his native
shallow pieces to get into print, even woods and mountains. His deep emothough she was so very, very angry tion in the presence of nature is
when she ·wrote them, is a symptom- expressed in these words which he
and not an insignificant symptom- wrote in his diary, "I sit down deof the evil that this war is visiting voutly at the feet of eternity and
upon us. How much more of the listen, and I know God, the Allmagnificence of the spirit are we go- commanding, the center of the uniing to spend in order to get-well, verse." Another time he wrote, "The
what are we going to get from World solemn pine forest marked my soul
War Number Two?
for life."
JOHN BASTIAN
Now, in 1941, the eyes of all the
world are again turned to Europe
Saga of a Norseman
NANSEN. By Anna Gertrude Hall. and to the heart-breaking repetition
The Viking Press, New York. 1940. of conditions as they existed when
Nansen worked so untiringly for hu$2.50.
manity. "The World War of 1914-18
HE first half of this book tells of
Nansen's exciting adventures in awakened Nansen, as it did thouexploring the North Pole; the second sands of other sensitive people, to
For the young, who have not known
you, disown you with loud and solemn talk;
And the old think only of what we
once called gold; a symbol still of
greed ....
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the fearfulness of warfare. The whole
civilization of Europe seemed about
to totter and fall in the fury of the
struggle. Men had dreamed of peace
and friendliness among nations, but
now the Peace Palace at the Hague
stood empty and forsaken, while the
nations that had built it pounded
one another's borders with guns, and
dropped bombs on defenseless villages." Nansen asked, "How could
nations ever be friendly and trusting
again, after so many years of fear
and hatred?" "But wars do not end
when the guns stop; the miseries they
cause live on for years, long after the
armies have gone home, and the
treaties are signed, and all the diplomats and their secretaries and their
briefcases have left, and grass has
grown over the battlefields." So Nansen gave all his thought and strength
to relieve the suffering of war victims and refugees and to the task of
bringing about international peace
and brotherhood, honest good-will,
love and mercy, and justice for the
whole world. "Every step of the way
was set about with difficulties, with
bitterness and jealousy. Nations do
not fight for four years and then become all at once agreeable, friendly,
and easy to get along with; they keep
on fighting in their minds long after
they stop actually killing each other.
... No one can ever know how much
patience and steadfastness and courage Nansen showed day after day
in meeting the petty quibbling, the
cold indifference, the cruel opposition that lay in his way. . . . His requests for help were referred from
one committee to another. A special
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committee was appointed to decide
which committee should act on it,
etc., etc. Numberless lies were told.
. . . Debates went on for days, with
growing bitterness." Nansen's opponents accused him and whispered behind his back, but in the end his
plan worked out, at least partially,
and millions of people were saved.
This book makes one feel the
strange, cold beauty of the arctic stillness and silence as well as the warmth
of gentleness, courage, and nobility
of a great mind.
AGNES WILHELM

Post-Mortem
TRAGEDY IN FRANCE. By Andre
Maurois. Harper and Brothers,
New York. 247 pages. $2.00.
HIS volume on the tragedy of
France was written by the famous
author and biographer who has such
books to his credit as Ariel, The Life
of Shelley, Disraeli, Byron, and The
Miracle of England. When the present war broke out, he was appointed
the official observer for the French
Government attached to the British
General Headquarters. Last June he
was sent on a special mission for his
government to London. Then came
the collapse for his country and the
armistice. Maurois sailed on an English boat to Canada. His book is an
attempt to show America what he saw
as an eyewitness and as an official
observer.
He shows how ill-prepared both
England and France were for war,
how poor was the equipment of their
armies as compared with that of the
Germans. One general is quoted as
saying, "My men are as brave as any
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others, but if they have no anti-tank
guns, they won't be able to stop
armored divisions with their bare
hands."
The first eight months of the
war, a period of respite for France,
were not taken advantage of for several reasons: first, for lack of proper
industrial mobilization; secondly, because the leaders thought they could
conduct this war as though it were
the war of 1914; thirdly, because the
programs were designed for a war
which was never to take place;
fourthly, because of failure of morale
and political dissension. The author
devotes a whole chapter to showing
how the clash of personalities impeded the whole conduct of the
war. Of certain French leaders, one
English general is quoted as saying,
"They are so busy making war on
each other that they have no time to
make war on the Germans." The description of the Blitzkrieg in France
and the separation of France and
England is one of the best we have
read. It is incisive, comprehensive,
touching.
After diagnosing what happened to
France to make that country an easy
prey for Germany, Maurois jots down
the remedies that might have saved
his native land. They are worth
thinking over.
Remedies: To be strong. A nation
that is not ready to die for its liberties will lose them.
To act quickly. Ten thousand airplanes built in time are better than
fifty thousand after the battle.
To direct opinion. A leader shows
the way; he does not follow.

To preserve a united country. Political parties are passengers aboard
the same ship; if they wreck it, all
will perish.
To protect public opinion against
the influences of foreign governments. To defend ideas is legitimate;
to accept money from abroad for def ending them is a crime.
To protect youth against teaching
calculated to weaken the unity of the
country. A state that does not try to
preserve itself commits suicide.
To demand that those who govern
lead upright lives. Vice of any kind
gives a foothold to the enemy.
To believe passionately in the
ideas and in the way of Zif e for which
you are fighting. It is faith that
creates armies and even arms. Liberty
deserves to be served with more passion than tyranny.
It is needless to say that in these
remedies there are suggestions that
may well be followed by our own
country, not only in the present
emergency, but in safeguarding our
future. They are, after all, only a
detailed extension of the old adage:
"Eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty." The English translation of
the book is by Denver Lindley.

England Today
THE WOUNDED DON'T CRY. By
Quentin Reynolds. E. P. Dutton &
Co., Inc., New York. 253 pages.
$2.50.

Q

is one of the
reporters for Collier's Magazine,
as well as a writer of short stories.
Writing in London on November I,
UENTIN REYNOLDS
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1940, he said, "I decided to write
this book four months ago, while lying under a freight car." It was at
Point de Graves, al'ld he was lying
in that unusual place because the
German bombers were overhead. "A
freight train is a fine shelter. It protects you from falling shrapnel and
bomb fragments."
In this book the ace reporter
speaks of the things he saw as correspondent for his magazine. The
story is not new any longer. It has
often been told. But the viewpoint
is fresh and the description vivid,
and his incisive criticisms are especially interesting.
After going through the Battle of
France and fleeing from Paris to Bordeaux, Reynolds and his friends
were able to sail for England on a
Dutch steamer, and so the second
half of the book gives us a picture
of England in wartime. Speaking of
the freedom of the press, there is this
paragraph:
The Englishman is also foolish in
this respect: he thinks that his personal
liberty is the most important thing in
the world. In New York, if a cop orders us gruffiy to move on, sheeplike
we obey him. Here the Englishman will
want to know why. If the cop has a
good reason, well and good. This is reflected in the English newspapers which
now, I guess, are the only comparatively free newspapers in the world. Of
course we have never had freedom of
the press in America- so we don't know
much about it. Always our newspapers
have been dominated by advertisers. No
publisher will deny that. Here the editor of a paper means something. He
actually writes almost as he pleases.

A few enlightening paragraphs on
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the much-derided English sense of
humor:
Here's another thing the English have
on the Germans and on us. They have
a great sense of humor. If we want to
criticize someone in public office we
work up a terrific hate against him and
use an ax for a weapon. The Englishman laughs him off.
The Home Guard offers many examples of the English sense of humor.
There are one million seven hundred
thousand men in the Home Guard now,
most of them middle-aged or older.
They are paid one and six (thirty
cents) for standing watch. I was with
a bunch of them the other night. The
paymaster came around to give them
their money. The first man in line was
a rather dignified gentleman, about sixty. The paymaster handed him his one
and six and said: "Now, sign here and
then sign this paper and here's the
third one."
"We have to sign in triplicate?" the
man inquired politely. "Well, now, that
is interesting. I happen to be president
of a bank. Every day I sign receipts for
ten, twenty, and sometimes fifty thousand pounds. And I never sign more
than once. But then I suppose you
know your business better than I do."

When in France, en route for Bordeaux, Reynolds and his party spent
a night at the Chateau de Cande.
What he has to say about certain
former occupants of that Chateau
gives the lie to American popular
opinion of a marriage that took place
a few years ago:
It was a lovely estate. It was here
that Mrs. Simpson had married her
silly English lover. Or, to put it the
other way: it was here that the Duke
of Windsor had married that silly
American woman. Never were so many
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thousands of words cabled about less,
as were cabled about the solemnizing
of that holy union. When they die, on
their tombstone should be engraved,
"They Deserved Each Other."

After describing how the people of
London are living in their "caves"
to escape personal injury from bombings and showing us incidentally
where the Queen of the Netherlands
sleeps, Reynolds devotes a chapter to
Ernie Bevin, the British Minister of
Labor. It is a refreshing story, and
shows that the English Labor Party is
in good hands. This paragraph gives
a thumbnail sketch of the man:
Today England is saying that Ernest
Bevin is a good man. I think it is very
likely that tomorrow England may say
Lhat Ernest Bevin is a great man. Not
all of England likes Bevin. The mud·
dlers don't like him because he cuts
right through the lovely red tape that
they and their ancestors have taken so
many years to wind about the machinery of governmental operation. The oldschool-tie boys don't like Ernie Bevin
because his rugged, devastating honesty
and his admitted keen intelligence mock
everything that they and their class
deem sacred. Bevin stopped going to
school when he was eleven, but today
he is the smartest practical economist
in England. The Communists, of course,
don't like him, because he kicked them
out of his trade union years ago. But
the man in the street loves Ernie Bevin.
The man in the street likes Bevin because he thinks that Bevin is going to
make this a people's war, a war fought
by the people and for the benefit of the
people, not a war fought by one class
for the benefit of one class.

This paragraph concludes the book
and will make a good close for our
review:

But no one in London town is prepared to surrender. Even those who
have been cut and mangled by the
screaming tons of iron which have fallen on London tonight endure their
agony. These civilians of London are
good soldiers. London has been hurt to·
night and will be hurt again tomorrow
night, and every night thereafter. But
no one is crying. Not even tfle wounded.
The wounded don't cry.

Scholarly Opinion
THINGS IN THE SADDLE. By
George Norlin. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1940. 233
pages. $2.50.

A

title, to be sure. It is
taken from Emerson's dictum:

STRANGE

Things are in the saddle,
And ride mankind.

Dr. Norlin, president emeritus of
the University of Colorado, was professor of Classics until he joined the
ranks of the college presidents "on
the desolate heights," as he writes,
"to which they have been beguiled by
the Father of Lies." The book is a
collection of thirteen addresses, delivered on various occasions, and two
essays. It is delightful and substantial reading, being replete with sound
erudition, whimsical humor, and
quotations from varied sources-a
volume that could be written only
by a mature, kindly, thoughtful
scholar who is at home equally in
literature and in life.
Collections of this kind usually
leave one with a feeling of incompleteness and disjointedness. Dr. Norlin's book largely escapes this difficulty, partly because his style and
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mood remain uniform throughout,
and partly because he deals, in almost every selection, with living issues in the American life of today.
He is especially concerned with the
perils that threaten our democracy
from within and without. His misgivings and anxieties on this score
form the burden of several of the
addresses.
During the academic year 1932-33,
Dr. Norlin lectured at the University
of Berlin as exchange professor and
accordingly saw at close range the
advance and triumph of Hitlerism.
He writes: "Many people in Germany, perhaps the majority at the
time, were genuinely disposed to try
democracy. The experiment might
have succeeded had it had the least
friendship and encouragement from
those who fought to make the world
safe for democracy, but it was doomed
in advance by the hardships and humiliations imposed upon the Germans by the Allied Powers through
the Versailles Treaty, the invasion of
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the Ruhr, and other persecutions of
a conquered people. Had Germany's
enemies in the war deliberately conspired to ruin the Republic, they
could not have done a better job."
In the face of the enthusiasm with
which the youth of Germany is throwing itself into the struggle for what
it believes to be the rights of the
fatherland, Dr. Norlin is deeply troubled by "our American apathy and
indifference, our mouthing of the
phrase 'the American way of life,'
with little or no appreciation of its
content or meaning." He pleads and
hopes for a revival of Lincoln's faith
in American democracy as the "last,
best hope on earth," for a rededication, especially of our youth, to the
American tradition as "not a mushroom philosophy, born of the night,
neither an outworn creed, but something ageless and immortal, yet peculiarly our own; something to believe
in, something to cleave to, and something to battle for."

The Bigo't
Success has blest his efforts to erect,
About a brain of certain mold, a keep
Of masonry, stout-walled and steep,
A sound-proof domicile of intellect,
Whose doors to thought stand ever locked to guard
Against the alien guest of compromise
And every window safely barred
To ingress of conviction, in disguise.
Even a cataclysm scarce could find
One cleft in such a monolithic mind.
-ROLAND RYDER-SMITH
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
VITAMINS:

their diet into line with the best
modern thought on nutrition.

What They Are and How They
Can Benefit You. By Henry Borsook. The Viking Press, New York.
193 pages. $2.00.

JUGGERNAUT OVER
HOLLAND:
The Dutch Foreign Minister's Personal Story of the Invasion of the
Netherlands. By Eelco Nicolaas
van Kleffens. Columbia University
Press, New York. 1941. 195 pages.
$2.00.

is not a book that tells you
T all about
vitamins. Much better
HIS

than that, it tells you what you need
to know, without any scientific detail,
but with practical suggestions on how
you may employ the results of scientific research in this field in a way
that will contribute to living at the
highest health level. The author is a
teacher of biochemistry in the California Institute of Technology. He
has nothing to sell; he does not
recommend certain products; but . he
explains the functions of the betterknown vitamins and tells how they
are represented in the average diet
and what must be done to reenforce
an ordinary good diet with synthetic
vitamin products. There are tables,
constructed on the simplest lines,
showing the sources of vitamins in
ordinary foods. Menus for small children are suggested which will bring

and heartrending account
A v1vrn
of what befell the people of neutral Holland when the airplanes, the
parachute troops, the Panzer divisions, the artillery, the infantry, and
the fifth columnists of the Nazis overran the little country in May, 1940.
Mr. Van Kleffens, who is now in England, has given us one of the important books on the present war. "Woe
betide the world," he says, "in which
the Nazi, with his retrograde conception of international intercourse,
holds a dominating position." The
Dutch Foreign Minister is sure that
his people "cannot be permanently
enslaved," that "they will not be
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stifled." "Holland," he declares,
"bides its hour: sooner or later, it
knows that hour will strike."

MY NAME IS ARAM
By William Saroyan. Illustrated by
Don Freeman. Harcourt, Brace and
Company, New York. 1940. 220
pages. $2.50.
delightfully humorous
about an American boy,
Aram Garoghlanian by name. In a
cleverly written introductory note the
author gives "fair warning that nothing extraordinary is going to happen" in the book. Mr. Saroyan is
right because the tales have to do
with everyday occurrences and conversations in and around Fresno,
California. But the simplicity of the
narrative, coupled with the captivating humor which is packed into every
sentence, makes the little volume extraordinary in the true sense of the
word. There is something unmistakably Mark Twainish in Mr. Saroyan's
latest achievement.

F stories

OURTEEN

SONS OF THE OTHERS
By Philip Gibbs. Doubleday, Doran
& Co., New York. 1941. 311 pages.
$2.50.
"novel" is the first of a stream
T of books
advocating the justice
HIS

of the British cause. The writing is
lamentably bad. The story is a weak
peg on which to hang Philip Gibbs's
thesis that only the British Empire
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is right. In the midst of the Battle
of France one Britisher observes: "On
our side this time there is no lust for
power or greed. We are defenders of
civilization and the Christian code.
If we are defeated it will be the
downfall of all that humanity has
struggled to attain through the ages
-the individual liberty of the soul
and the striving for beauty beyond
all baseness. It will be the victory of
cruelty and bestiality and the debauching of the intellect-if we lose.
It will be the defeat of the poets and
the painters and the saints."

TO SING WITH THE ANGELS
By Maurice Hindus. Doubleday,
Doran & Co., New York. 1941. 586
pages. $2.75.
an enviable
M reputation as ahasjournalist.
Now
AURICE HINDUS

he writes a novel which ought to
bring him laurels as a creative artist.
The story takes place in Czechoslovakia shortly before, during, and
after the German invasion. Running
through this account of mighty events
is the love story of Jozhka Liebergut
and Annichka Mrachek. Jozhka believes in Naziism and is determined
to re-educate the Czechs, even though
such a "re-education" may cost the
Czechs their liberty and pride. The
novel is a tragic tale of love's misunderstandings, the conflict of ideas,
the barbarity of man to man. Readers will have a difficult time to put
down the novel once they have
started reading.
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Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list
of important articles in leading magazines which
will be of interest to our readers

pan are a prelude to "severe internal distress."

The Atlantic Monthly
INSIDE JAPAN

WHAT THE CHURCH CAN DO
By Phillips E. Osgood
The Reverend Mr. Osgood is
worried because the average
American does not accept the
voice of the Church as an authoritative guide of the conscience of
the nation. He believes that the
pulpit must deal with the basic
philosophy which underlies current political movements. "The
duty of the preacher is to make
plain the major import-the spiritual import-of the events of the
movement." There is a lengthy
discussion of the relation of
Church and State in these troublesome times. The writer insists
that it is extremely difficult to
draw a line of demarcation between the two since "law and
conscience should be the same,
patriotism and Golden Rule, mutuality in living and in mystical

By James R. Young

For cabling the truth about Japan to the United States last year,
Mr. Young was arrested by Japanese police and held in solitary
confinement for sixty-one days.
After considerable diplomatic
pressure, applied by the United
States, Mr. Young was released
and permitted to return to America. This article is a sad commentary on what happens to a country when its militarists decide to
go in for world conquest. J apanese are encouraged to go about
in bare feet; there is a dearth
of water; aspirin, quinine, and
iodine are scarce; a telephone
costs up to $500; automobiles are
expected to run with charcoal;
an electric squad checks the
amount of electricity the citizen
uses. In short, Japan's plight is
pathetic. These shortages in J a-
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fellowship." We disagree with
some of the conclusions, but the
article as a whole is thought-provoking.

SINGAPORE: AN AMERICAN
PROBLEM
By Ernest 0. Hauser
This $80,000,000 fortress which
dominates the nine-mile-wide entrance to the Indian Ocean may
be an American problem, provided we insist on maintaining
the status quo of the Dutch Indies. The Japanese are hungry
and would like to have the Indies as their very own. With the
pre-occupation of the British
navy in other waters, the cry is
being raised that the American
navy ought to "visit" Singapore.
Undoubtedly one of these days
that is what will happen, and several thousand Kansas and North
Dakota and Iowa boys will be
plowed under Singapore soil and
water. The article proves once
more that the present international mess is solely economic in
origin, aim, and determination.
Profits, gentlemen, profits!

Fortune
FORTUNE SURVEY
Among the results of the Survey are the following. 55.2 per
cent believe that our chances of
taking care of ourselves success-
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fully, so far as our dealings with
other nations are concerned, are
better than they were a year ai-o;
22. l think they are about the
same; 10.2 regard them as worse;
and 12.5 don't know.-7.4 per cent
want the U. S. to declare itself
Britain's ally and send our air
force, navy, and army if necessary; 3.3 agree with this proposal,
but with the exception that we
"never send an army"; 43. 7 want
Britain to get everything she
needs except men-even if it's
more than half of our production
and even if we have to give it to
her; 27 .8 favor continuing to sell
Britain military supplies up to
half of our production; 5.9 are
willing to sell food and medical
supplies, but no fighting equipment; 3. 7 want to stop letting her
have anything; and 8.2 don't
know.-Of those who wish to sell
to Britain, 57.2 want to sell only
for cash, while 35.4 are willing to
give credit, and 7.4 don't know.
Among those who favor giving
credit, 4.9 regard our chances of
being paid as good, 22.7 as fair.
62.9 as poor, and 9.5 don't know.

RICH REFUGEES
America is seeing a kind of immigration never before dreamed
of. Clippers swoop down out of
the skies, and luxury liners that
have charged their immigrant
passengers $600 arrive, loaded
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with ex-empresses, crown prin- nancial Revolution, set forth the
cesses, archdukes, counts, Ameri- startling efficiency of respectively
can expatriates, bankers, and in- the Nazi military and financi,11
dustrialists. They are a motley lot systems. They both pay tribute to
-these people who come to our the German genius for minute
shores for safety, for greater com- planning and effective organizafort, or to make a living. They tion. Both conclude with the sugfall roughly into three groups, gestion that to compete with
which may be designated as the these systems our country must
social, the political, and the busi- study them and adapt to our
ness groups. Among the social democratic way of life whatever
group are members of the flashy lessons the Nazis can teach us.
International Set, regarding whom Foolish as it would be to refuse
the Archbishop of Canterbury to learn even from the Nazis and
told Edward VIII that their wise as the suggestion of these
"standards and ways of life are writers may be if we assume that
alien to the best instincts of his war is inevitable, we must conpeople." The political refugel!s fess to a growing conviction that
contain such well-known figures the worship of the temporary
as Juliana of the Netherlands and success of totalitarianism is a real
Otto of Hapsburg, whose mother threat to our democracy. When
has trained him "always to re- efficiency becomes the highest
member that he is the son of an standard, the intangible values of
emperor, has seventeen Christian democracy are in danger.
names," etc. Some twenty Rothschilds and many other ] ews are THE FISHERMEN ON
to be found among the business- THE SEINE
man refugees. A portion of these By Stefan Zweig
are living on their funds, others
The story of the fishermen on
have opened enterprises of their the Seine who did not turn from
own, and still others are getting their tasks even to look when
by as best they can.
Louis XVI was being beheaded i~
the text upon which the wellHarper's
known novelist bases his remarks
regarding the indifference which
GERMAN PLANNING FOR
TOTAL WAR
people often show toward great
By Fletcher Pratt
contemporary historical events.
This article and the article by He observes that "the longer the
Dal Hitchcock, The German Fi- world drama before our eyes lasts,
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the more ghastly its scenes grow;
the more exciting its episodesthe more our inner capacity for
taking part in the events slackens.
. . . The excess of suffering murders not only men; it kills off the
power of compassion." This loss
of the power of compassion, however natural and defensible it
may be made, is nevertheless a
grave danger to civilization today.
AUTHORITY FOR OUR
CHILDREN
By Doris Drucker
The Research Bureau of America recently polled a representative number of college students in
an effort to analyze the influence
of family, school, and church on
moral and intellectual issues. In
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general, the results revealed that
none of these agencies were exercising much authority today. The
school and the church have not
assumed the authority which the
family has relinquished. "The abdication of the church as a spiritual authority appears striking."
Although the present generation
of young people "wants less freedom and more security" and
would welcome greater authority
a(. home, it is -indifferent toward
the question of authority for
school and church. Miss Drucker,
who made this study, concludes
that "the only source of authority
which is acknowledged by the
young generation is the home, and
any revival of authority must begin there."

Drama of Spring
The stir of waking earth is in the din
Of breaking streams that lift an icy hood.
Retreating hoofs of Winter echo in
The snow-nude orchard and the distant wood.
Swift winds of March put hands upon the page
And listen for their cue . . . The time is won;
So shifts the rural scene, so sets the stage
For fickle Earth's flirtation with the Sun.
-ROLAND RYDER-SMITH
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

"IF the motion picture is to be
a great art, it should be, it must
be, allowed to find truth through
freedom, just as all democratic
institutions can find truth only
by being free to search it out ....
For the highest function of motion picture art is to express the
people to themselves. The voice
of the screen is the voice of common humanity trying to put into
living words its thoughts and
emotions, its ideals and its
dreams." (Hollywood Saga. By
Wm. C. de Mille. E. P. Dutton
& Co., Inc., New York. 1939.)

wrong. Raymond Massey's portrayal of the role of John Brown,
militant and uncompromising
abolitionist, is superb in every
detail. The action begins in 1854,
in Kansas, and sweeps swiftly and
relentlessly on to the day in 1859
when John Brown ascends the
scaffold. The raid on Harper's
Ferry failed; but it fed the flames
of hatred and brought the nation
a long step nearer to the cruel
conflict of 1861-65. The excellent
acting of Olivia de HaviIJand,
Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagen, and
Alan Hale deserves special commendation.

SANTA FE TRAIL
(Warner Brothers)

FLIGHT COMMAND

Directed by Michael Curtiz

(M-G-M)

The year 1940 brought to the
screen a number of fine historical films. Santa Fe Trail is a notable addition. With restraint and
infinite care Michael Curtiz sets
forth the moving and tragic story
of the misguided zealot who
thought that violence and bloodshed could right a great moral

Directed by Frank Borzage

The co-operation of the U. S.
Navy has enabled M-G-M to produce an authentic and spectacular picture of the Navy's armada
of the skies. Pensacola, San Diego,
and Pearl Harbor provide a magnificent background for the filming of exciting scenes of dive-
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bombing, battle practice, takeoffs and landings on an aircraft
carrier, aerial target practice, parachute-jumping, and forced landings. There is no false or exaggerated bravado in Flight Command. Simply and forcefully a
fine cast translates into action the
high ideals and the lofty traditions of the Navy.
There is a story, of course; but
it is thin and unimportant. Alan
Drake (Robert Taylor) is a
young Pensacola flying cadet assigned to the famous Hell Cat
air squadron at San Diego. The
Hell Cats are a seasoned lot, and
young Pensacola-as Drake has
been nicknamed-is forced to
prove his loyalty and his mettle
before his mates are willing to
accept him as a fullfledged Cat.
The teamwork of Robert Taylor,
Ruth Hussey, Paul Kelly, Sheppard Strudwick, and Nat Pendleton is excellent; and the acting of
Walter Pidgeon as the squadron
commander is outstanding. Flight
Command is commendably free
from offensive dialogue and offcolor scenes. This is fortunate,
since it is a picture which has a
tremendous appeal for our American youth.
COMRADE X
(M-G-M)

Directed by King Vidor

The slang expression "wacky"
might well have been coined es-
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pecially to describe this picture.
It is a biting satire on modern
Russia, where "the real Communists are being liquidated to save
Communism." The plot itself follows a tried and true formula.
Clark Gable is an adventuresome
American correspondent who, as
Comrade X, has been sending
abroad secret, uncensored news
reports. His identity becomes
known to the secret police, and
only the fact that in Russia the
rule of thumb seems to be, "Here
today and gone tomorrow," saves
him from the firing squad. Meanwhile he has met and married
Hedy Lamarr, who has taken the
name Theodor because in Stalin's
country streetcar motormen must
be men and because Theodor
looks convincingly masculine on
paper. Comrade X convinces
Theodor that the U.S. A. is sadly
in need of her idealistic preaching, and together they plan a
breathtaking dash for freedom.
Unfortunately, they choose a general's armored tank as their highly modern mode of escape. Consequently, for a time the conspirators are accompanied on their
flight by an entire division of
tanks.
The cast for Comrade X has
been chosen with great care.
Gable, Felix Bressart, Oskar Homolka, and Sig Rumann depict
the important male roles with
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ease and conviction. Hedy Lamarr's Theodor may be best described as being "near-Garbo" but not too near. Comrade X is
a comedy, to be sure; but it is
also clever propaganda. Americans will find little to their liking in the instability and the confusion connected with the Soviet
scheme of things. Respect for the
principles and the traditions that
have gone into the making of our
great democracy is deeply ingrained in us, and we recognize
the Soviet ideology for what it is
-an outright negation of the very
fundamentals of Christianity.
CHRISTMAS IN JULY

elaborate gifts for every family
in their neighborhood. All too
soon the hoax is revealed, and
the beautiful bubble bursts. But
the picture ends on a happy note;
for we find that, ironically
enough, the contest judges have
actually chosen Jimmy's entry as
the prize-winning slogan. Under
the capable direction of the energetic playwright, Preston Sturges, this simple, tender tale takes
on the color and the warmth of
life. Dick Powell is well cast in his
first straight acting role, and Ellen
Drew, a newcomer, gives a good
account of herself. Ernest Truex
is, as always, excellent.

(Paramount)

CHEROKEE STRIP

Written and directed by
Preston Sturges

Directed by Lesley Selander

The theme of this unpretentious but delightfully entertaming picture should strike a sympathetic chord in the heart of
everyone who has at one time or
another entered a radio contest.
And haven't we all done just
that? Young and impecunious
Jimmy MacDonald (Dick Powell) , a perennial slogan contestant, is tricked into believing that
he has won a $25,000 prize. An
extremely improbable but highly
amusing chain of events enables
him to collect the prize check.
Jimmy and his sweetheart (Ellen
Drew) immediately set out on a
mad shopping spree. They buy

Not so many years ago Richard
Dix shone in the skies of Hollywood as a star of the first magnitude. Now some of the glitter and
much of the glamor have gone;
but Mr. Dix is still a fine actor.
He has been unusually . successful in re-creating for us types of
the rugged and courageous pioneers who blazed new trails along
the shifting and ever-widening
frontiers of young America. In
Cherokee Strip Dix is admirably
cast in the role of the U. S.
marshal who has been given the
difficult task of bringing law and
order into one of the last of the
great frontiers-the territory of

(Paramount)
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Oklahoma. A private feud wi th
Victor Jory, town banker and undercover leader of the bandit
gang which has been terrormng
the community, adds color and
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interest to the tale. Dix, Jory,
George E. Stone and Andy Clyde
give splendid performances; but
Florence Rice, as the girl in the
story, is only mildly interestin~.

Meditation
Let me not be too long remembering
Regretfully the scenes now gone from view,
Nor cherish wrongs that should be long forgot,
Embittering myself and others, too.
Let me remember well and gratefully
The pleasant days that I have loved to live,
And treasure all the beauty I have known;
And let me build a memory to give
Remembered happiness to the young minds
That I influence now; and if our home
Lacks spacious loveliness and far-flung fields,
Then let their tender early mem'ries come
From home well filled with peace and joy and love,
And let me build serenity of heart
And mind, and give them beauty of the soul,
For them to carry with them when we part.
-DORIS R. KRUDOP

and Comment in the January issue of
THE CRESSET.
Believe me, our voices will count,
even though the , myriad voices of
propaganda are crying for war. There
are thousands of Christians still
standing for the ways of peace on
earth and against another war, especially a European debacle.
I thank God and take courage
again whenever I read such articles
as this.

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR

BYRON REYNOLDS

Pastor, North Englewood
Congregational Church
Chicago, Illinois

Thank You
Sir:
The frequent criticisms I note concerning the cultural and intellectual
level of THE CRESSET prompt me to
say that I sincerely hope you never
"write down" to these critics. For
children and youthful minds there
are many good publications. For interested, ambitious minds, THE CRESSET is admirably well suited. Its simple honesty is refreshing. Its choice
and presentation of subjects is excellent. The series on "Naturalism in
Education" was the finest magazine
presentation I have ever seen.
So permit me to congratulate you
and your staff on an excellent and
valuable publication. Your Christian
point of view is so necessary.
LYLE F. YERGES
Jackson Heights, L. I., New York

No Doubt
Sir:
You are asked by one of your correspond en ts to give Germany "the
benefit of the doubt." What doubt?
Is there any doubt? And if Germany
gets benefit from it, do also her two
nefarious partners? And how about
Czechoslovakia? ls not that country
entitled to the benefit of a doubt? It
may be true that some Germans in
Czechoslovakia were mistreated, that
they were poor, and that Hitler made
repeated representations to the authorities in Czechoslovakia on that
account-but who gave him the right
to tell another government what to
do with its citizens? Are the Sudeten
Germans any better off now that they
are in the Reich? Can Hitler and the
Nazi regime kick about any ~istre.at
ment of minorities? To all this I give
in answer my most emphatic, "Nol"
Of course, it may be objected that
the Sudetens were and are Germans.
Well and good, but how about the

A Voice for Peace
Sir:
My hearty commendation for your
splendid article, "Peace," under Notes
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Czechs, the Slovaks, the Poles, the
Danes, the Norwegians, the French?
Why has Hitler taken them under his
"protection"? Did he not say especially about the Czechs that they are
not even a nation and that he does
not want such scum among his pureblooded Germans? Furthermore, how
are these conquered peoples treated?
Does anyone imagine that the Golden
Rule is applied?
No, there is no doubt about the
position to take on Hitlerized Germany, at least not for a Christian.

J.

ZoRNAN

Youngstown, Ohio

From a Lover of Poetry
Sir:
Congratulations to Mr. Lloyd Warner for his lovely suggestion in the
January CRESSET letter column. Mr.
Warner did not go far enough, of
course, but I shall not go into that.
Besides, I should be sorry if THE
CRESSET stopped printing the "H. M.
L. productions"-using Mr. Warner's
diplomacy-because they offer me no
end of mental stimulation. When I
discovered that I was avoiding these
little freshets (didn't someone go that
far?) , I said to myself, Come, come,
old girl, this will never do-and
evolved a System for Better Appreciation of H. M. L.
First I read each verse through
slowly, and then in three-quarter
time, and I think to myself, Is this
poetry or is the roast burning?-but
it's not five o'clock, and I never burn
the roast before five o'clock. So then
I put on my mother's glasses and read

it again, and then I put on my father's glasses and read it in the key of
A fiat, with the back door open, but
it's not the roast. So I hold it up to
the mirror, and it's a little better,
but it's still not five o'clock. So I am
now getting a brilliant idea: I leave
out every other word and substitute
Vermittlungssatz or chicken a la king,
but I am still looking bewildered.
Surely, I say to myself, one must
recognize that H. M. L. is a trifle
unreasonable in her constant demands. Now if she'd only be content
with a nice red convertible coupe
with maybe white upholstery and
even maybe a horn that plays Bach's
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D
Minor-but no, all the buildings in
Chicago have to come d9wn right
now to make room for some rather
mediocre type B dust heaps. Maybe
H. M. L. does not realize just how
long this would take. Or maybe she
does. Maybe she's getting a nice commission from some W. P. A. official.
I do not wish to condemn indiscriminately, however. There was a
verse in the September, 1940, issue
which I liked very much. This was
the one that asked, "And if I sing no
more . . . what difference will it
make?" -which question, we discover,
is purely rhetorical and H. M. L. is
right there with the retort perspicacious, "Only a little more silence and
a little less ache." Now that's exactly
what I've been telling 'em down at
the gas works all along, but the boys
just say, "Ah, yer crazy. Us guys is
nuts about them little freshets."
ANONYMOUS

San Marino, California
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Our guest reviewers this month
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We have often noticed that the
fans of our Music Column are a
small band of enthusiasts. All of
which persuades us to ask for
suggestions concerning the notes
on recordings. We have received
several letters from interested
readers, and we should like to
know if this section should be
more definitely emphasized.

are Mr. John Bastian (Mahe
Bright the Arrows), instructor
in English at Valparaiso University; Palmer Czamanske (Ultima
Thule), instructor in English at
Capitol University, Columbus,
Ohio; and Agnes Wilhelm of Teaneck, N. J. (Nansen). Miss Wil-
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Forthcoming Issues
MAJOR ARTICLES:

Do We Think?
Notes on Chile
BOOK REVIEWS:

Gustav Adolf-the Great. ......... NILS
Men at Their Worst: ....... LEO

AHNLUND

L. STANLEY, M.D.

Cities and Men ................. INMAN

BARNARD

Mark Twain in Eruption ........... MARK

TWAIN

Out of the Night. ................... JAN

VALTIN

Short Days Ago .................... RENE

BRAND

America Next .................. PETER

MARKHAM

England's Hour .................. VERA

BRITTAIN

You're Only Young Twice ........ DOREE

SMEDLEY

Today and Forever ............... PEARL s.
The Giant Joshua ............ MAURICE
He Looked for a City ........ A. s.

BUCK

WHIPPLE

M. HUTCHINSON

Not for the Meek ....... . ELIZABETH

DEWING KAUP

Random Harvest. ................ JAMES

HILTON

IN ADDITION TO THE REGULAR COMMENTS
ON THE WORLD OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND MODERN THOUGHT
APPEARING IN "NOTES AND COMMENT"

